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In 166 E.Ce an incident oceurred in Modin, a town on the 

road between Jaffa and Jerusalem. This :tncident provoked an 

insurrection in ~alestine that resulted in the establishment, 

for a tempol"ary period, of a Jewish ns. tional state. Ant:tochus 

Epiphanes IV, the Seleuclid ru.ler of Syria and of Palestine, 

had been pu.risuing a policy designed to destroy the religious 

traditions of the Jewish people. A government officeI' was sent 

to Modin on a visit connected with the execution of this policy. 

The Jews in Modin were enjoined to sacrifice on a pagan altar. 

!,'1,'hen the first stepped forward to sacrifice, l!Iattathais, a 

Jev'lish priest, killed the government officer ~lnd tbe reprobate 

Jev,f, and pulled dO'\\lI1 tne altar. 'l'his ect of violence signalled 

the beginning of' the .iVlaccabean insurrection. The revolt initia.ted 

by l\Iattathais ·was continued, after the death of r:~attatbais, by 

one of his sons, Judas i·.:accabeus. 

The reason fo:e haVing resurrected this ancient conflict 1.8 

simply to illustrate the natiJ.re of ·tbe problem with 'which I am 

concerned. I wou.ld submit that l.lattathais, in his action, was 

confronted with a twofold dilemma. I would. argue that this. 

dilemma, in some form or other, has cons tantly confT'ontec1 those 

who would. resist political authority. 

The first element in this dilemma concerns the legitimacy 

of any form of resistance to political authority. Oriental 

despoti sms have become equated with an unthinkil'l..g submis sion to 

the dictates of the ruler and any form of resistance in such a 

situa.tion was bound to provoke fUl'Y. 'llhe question had, in the 

case of lilattathais, been rendered acute by virtue of hi s position. 
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Although he was of a priestly family, the actual guardian of the 

Jewish faith was the High Priest and tb.e Sanhedrin who met in 

,Terusalem. Mattathai s bad acted on his own responsil)111 ty. 

rJ:he second element in this dilemma concerns IvIattathais' 

recourse to violence. J~ven if one assumes that it i s legitimate, 

in certain situations, to resist authority, the question still 

remains concerning the form such resi stance should take. One couJd 

possibly argue that any resistance should be limited to non-violent 

methods. 'l'his V1[as in effect how certain Jews, who had also objected 

to l,-ntiochus r policy, h8.d perceived the si tua tion. One could refEr 

foY' eX8.!".'1ple, to the case of ::Ueazar, a respected elder of the 

people. He refused to eat swine's flesh, and was tortured as a 

result: 

'llherefore, by manfully gl vlng up my lif e nO',\I, I will show 
myself v.:orthy of myoId age and leave to the young a noble example 
of how to die a good death willingly and nobly for tbe revered 
and holy laws. l 

Hi_s noble example was follow"ed by others, such as the seven brothers, 

who, together with their mother, perished in a s1--nilar manner 0 2 

Mattathais had to choose betwee~l violent and non--violent 

resistance. He justified his resort to violence on the grounds 

of necessity: HIf we all do 5..S our brethren have done, and cb 

not fight against the Gentiles for our lives and ordinances, 

they will soon destroy us off from the earthn 3. In consequence 

1 2 Macc. 6: 27, 28. 

2 There are certain doubts as to the historical accuracy of II 
Maccabees. r.phese incjd ents referred to may be legendary acc_retions. 
This dor;3 s not a1 ter the fact of the Jewish dile111(o.a between ti'le 
nse of violent or non-violent methods of orotest. . - ~ . 

3 1 I,{acc. 2: 40. IYiattathlas made th18 statement with particular 
reference to the Jewish pl'8.ctice of refusing to fight on the 
Sabbath. In coniequence, Antiocbus tphiphanes chose the Sabbath 
to massacre a particular group of Jews who had fled into the 
desert. Mattathais resolved to fight on the Sabbath in orcl..er to 
escape their fate. I have taken th1 s verse out of i t8 context, as, 
in my opinion, it gives the reas on for !';;attathias' recourse to 
violence. 
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of this initial act of justification. the ~accabees felt at 

liberty to pursue violent means of resistance. Judas hi8.ccaben'3 

became renowned for his guerilla tactics: 

Completely without warning, he Vlould set fire to towns and 
villages. He captured strategic positions and put to flight not 
a few of the 4nemy. He found tbe n:tghts most advsntageous for 
such attacks. 

In short, I ha.ve argued that the dilem.i1la confronting the 

Maccabees was both that of legitlmising the very concept of 

resista.nce to authorit~l, and legitimising the violent f('.I'm of 

resistance that they had adopted. I would submit that this 

problem 1s essentially similar to that confronting revolution-

aries in every age - namely, the problem of justifying revolu-

tionar'Y action. In this paper I will seek to resolve this problem 

by reoourse to the ooncept of natural law. In my opinion, the 

theory of natur8.l law pr'ovides a partioular philosopl1y apr)licable 

to a revolutionary situa~ion.5 

I have illustrated the problem of this paper by reference 

to the li1acos.bean Revolt, for two reasons. I arfl oonoerned to 

demonstrate that the problem under dlsoussion is fundamental to 

the study of political philosphy. It would appear to be implioit 

----------------------~--------,-------------------------~--------

2 Mac·o. 8: 6, 7. 

5 In this paper, I am ~oncerned with the issue of a right to 
resistanoe, as expressed prin1arily in revolutionary aotion. 
Revolution is shnply resistanoe oarried to its ultimate extension. 
Resistanoe implies an attempt to frustrate the direotives of 
government s. In revolution the aotual souroe of these directives, 
namely the government itself, is displaced. Revolution does not 
neoessarily imply bloodshed, e.g. the Glorious Revolution of 1688. 
It does imply, however, a basic change in govern~ent. 
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in any analysis of resistance to authority6 in any age. It is 

significant that -

in the period of the religious wars in the sixteenth aHi 
seventeenth centuri es, the legitimacy of l:lattathias' conduct~ 
was vigorously debated. His ha-llowed pr'ecec1ent was held to 

justify r; subj ect s vrho oppose the au tho r1 tie s in questions of 
faith. 7 ._ 

There is a certain continuity in the history of political ideas. 

Further, in analysing the filuccabean Revolt, one can note the 

type of situation that compelled the formulation of a distinct 

'right to resistance'. 

------------------------------------------------
6 I am cognizant of the academic debate about tbe meaTIing of 
'authority'. In this paper I will simply use the word "authority" 
to represent any form of governing power within a ste,te, whether 
legitimate or not. 

7 E. Bickerman. The Maccabee~, pp. 16-17. 



In this section, I will seek to clarify the most salient 

concept of this paper, namely, that of natural law. In the 

following chapter, I will discuss the rela tion between natur·a 1 

law and the right of resistance. In connection with the concept 

. of natural. law, ohe should note the comments of B. F. Wright, 

who states: 

although natural law is one of the oldest and most fre
quently· used poll tical concepts, it is also one of the m08t 
difficult of analysis or definition. A definition satisfactory 
to one of its exponents, by no merin.s s8.ti sfies another, and an 
analysis of its meaning for one period in the history of 1 
poli tical thought, fai Is to explain its signifi cance in another • 

. 
Consequently, in order to deflne the term, one must note the 

evolution of the theory of natural law. I will not attempt, 

within the constraints of this paper, to su@narise the historical 

development of tbe concept. Any such treatment would at best be 

highly inadequate. Yet, in seeking to demonstrate possible usages 

of the term, one must note certain historical factors, which have 

determined the meaning of the term at various periods. I will 

distinguish between three different formulations of the concept, 

namely, the Ciceronian-Stoic, the Thomist, and the 'Secular'. 

1. The Ciceronian-Stoic Formulation 

John Cogley argues that the statement of natural law, 

presented by fuarcus Tullius Cicero, remains the essential classic 

definition of the concept. 2 

----------------~---. ---
1 B. F'. Wright, ]\JUerican Inter9retations of i1atural ,Law, p. 3. 

2 John Cogley, "{ia tural Law and EumanSo~ie tJ:, p. 14. 

5 
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There is in fact a true law - namely» right reason - whj.ch 
is in accordance with nature, applies to all men~ and is 
unchangeable and eternal. By its commands this law summons men 
to the performance ,of their duties; by l ts prohi bi tions it 
restrains from doing wrong. Its commands and prohibitions always 
influence good men but are without effect on the bad. To 
invalidate this law by human legislation is never morally right, 
nor is it permissible ever to restrict its operation and to 
annul it wholly is impossible. Neither the Senate nor the 
people can absolve us from our obligation.to obey this law ... 
It will not lay down one rule at Rome and another at Athens, nor 
will it be one rule today and another tomorrow. But there will 
be one law, eternal and unchangeable ••• and there ~vill be s as it 
were p one common master and ruler of men, namely, God, who is 
the author of this law ••• The man v.rho will not obey j.t will 
abandon his better self, and in denying the true nature of a man 
will thereby suffer the severest of penalties though he has 
escaped all the other consequences which men call punishment. 3 

In order to appreciate the significance of the above 

statement in the evolution of the concept of natural law, I 

will indicate the intellectual context in which this formulation 

of natural law was presented. I will first indicate the origins 

of Cicero's thought on natural law and, in addition, indicate 

some of its possible effects. 

Cicero's true importance in the history of political 
thought lies in the fact that he gave to the stoic doctrine of 
natural law a statement in

4
which it was universally known 

throughout Tflestern Europe. 

Cicero's concept of natural law, then, was largely derived from 

the Greek philosophical school of stoicism. Owing to the influence 

of Chrysippus, stoicism became, by the last quarter of the third 

century B.C., the most prominent of the Athenian schools. It 

was particularly through the means of the Scipionic circle, in 

the second century B.C., that Rome was introduced to stoic 

thought. The Scipionic Circle was centred upon Scipio Aemilianus. 

3 Cicero~ De Republica, III, ~XIlt 33. 

4 G. H. Sabine, A Histor;y of Political Theor;y, p. 162 
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Th:ts group of aristocratic "Romans, in turn, influenced Cicero. 

One should note that Cicero, in formulating a natural law 

doct.rine, was rdndering expllcit a thought that was largely 

implicit in Stoicism. 

ffhe Stoics always believed in an all~perv8.ding Logos, or 
reason, which governed the universe. They conceived th:i.s Ilogos 
to be ~aterial, and identified it with the rarefied form of a 
kind of divine Fire, which in a more or less debased fonn 
existed in all things 0 •• 111he ratlonalsoul, the specifically 
human part of man, hi s reason was a fragment 0 f the uni versa 1 
LogoH. It wasaktn to i tand thus able to undel'stand· the 
divine purpose and to oonform to it. 5 

It was this thought that was presented, in a more elaborate form," 

in the Ciceronian statement on natural law. Therefore, in deal

ing vvith Cicero, one should seek to link his formulation of natural 

law with that of Stoicis~. 

Sabine 6 sta teg that the Ctceronian statement had effects 

upon both the thought of the Roman lawyers, and the theology of 

the Christian Church. 0icero ' 3 influ.ence upon the Roman lawyers, 

would seem to be marked. To cite Sabine again "the political 

philosophy which is embedded in this body of legal writing is a 

repeti ti on and elaboration of Cicero 11 .7 During the second and 

third centuries A.D. Rornan jurisprudence flourished. The writiEgs 

of the jurists of that period were excerpted and compiled into 

the Digest (or Pandects), which the Emperor Justinian published 

in 533 A.D. The influence of the Ciceronian statement" of 

5118.rc1..1.:3 F.ul'elius, rrhe i:edit8.tions, trans. G.M.A. Grube, 
transla tor I s introduction, p." xi. 

6 Sabi·1.e, OP. cit., p. 163. 
" - --

7 Ibid., p. 16? 
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natural law is allegedly most marked in the classic divisions 

of Roman law, formulated during th:ts period, namely, the dis tinc~-

tion between ~~yile, ius gentium, and the iu~ ua t~.le ~ 

ACcol'ding to Sabine, ~~vile connoted llthe enactments 01> the 

customary law of a particular state, what l,vould now be called 

posltive municipal law" 8 Sabine argues that the distinction 

is not as clear. He notes that Ulpian and later writers in the 

third century made the distinction. The distinctlon between ius 

genti~ am ~~~turale can be noted with particular reference 

to slavery. According to ius nat~rale, all men are born free. 

Slavery, . hov.rever, i s permitted according to ius gentium, which, 

for the sake of convenience, can be regarded as a concept 

similar to that of interna ti onal law. 

The thesis that there is a progressive evolution in the 

theory of natural law theory from Cicero to the period of the 

Roman lawye;r's has been challenged, notably by A. P. dIEntr'eves. 

Entr'eveslO has argued that the concept of ius naturale was 

essentially different from the concept of natural law enunciated 

by Cicero. 
", Furthermore d'Entreves argues that the category of 

ius naturale is not the most important contribution of the Roman 

lawyers to a theory of natural law. According to d I Lmtr"eves, the 

most significant poL1.t to note is the actual demand of the Ramal'} 

8 Lbid., p. 168. 

9 I bid., p. 169 

10 A. P. 
, 

d l 3ntreves, Natural Law, p.30 
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lawyers, that ~~la1'l should correspond to nature J equity, and 

justice U .11 I) lEntr'eves argues that it is this demand, rather than 

their actual definitions t which is particularly sj.gnificant. 

2. The Thomist Formulation 
~_.'P' -_ 

iSupposing the world to be governed by divine Providence ••• 
it is clear that the whole community of the universe is governed 
by divine reason. This rational guidance of created things on 
the part of God we can call the Eternal Law. (Now) since all 
things which are subject to divine Providence are measured and 
regulated by the Eternal Law ••• it is clear that all things 
participate to some degree in the Eternal Law, in so far that 
they derived from it ce~tain inclinations to those actions and 
aims which are proper to them ••• But rational creatures are 
subjects to divine Providence in a very special way: being them~ 
selves made participators in Providence itself, in that they 
control their own actions and the actions of others. So they have 
a certain ~hare in the divine reason itself, deiiving therefrom 
a natural inclination to such actions and ends as are fitting. 
This partiCipation in th~ Eternal Law, by rational creatures, is 
called the Natural Law. 1 

Aqu~.nas continues his statement by arguing that "natural 

reason by which we discern good from evil, and which is the 

natural law, ••• (is) nothing else than the impression of the 

divine light in us." 

It would appear from the above statements that there was 

very little development in linatural lawn theory from the time of 

Cicero to the mediaev~l period. One could point out to the fact 

that Saint Thomas Aquinas makes a distinction between the concepts 

of the eternal law and of the natural law. This is important, but, 

considered in isolation, it would not necessarily represent an 

outstanding development in the theory of natural law. One could 

argue that the essential development, associated with st. Thomas 

Aquinas, Tflas his attempt to give some further content to the 

11 Ibid., p. 31. 

12 Saint Thomas Aquinas, SUI!1J:!a Theologica, la, 2ae, quae. 91, 
art 1 and 2. 
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concept of natural la1hTo The formulation of the axiom, ugood is 

to be done and evil is to be avoided,u is important. One cou.ld, 

in response, argue that Aquinas it.TaS f in fact, only render:i.ng 

explicit a principle that Cicero implied, but because of its 

self-evident nature, did not actually make explicit~ I would 

argue that from the statement cited above one does not detect 

any radical change in the essential concept of natural law, when 

compared with Cicero's formulatlon. 

If there had been no fundamental change in the idea itself, 

there had been a fundamental change in the context in which the 

idea found expression. It is this change in the actu.al context 

which accounts for d9El1tr~ves assertion that the medlaeval 

scholastic writers made a Uthorough transformation l
: 13 in the 

theory. Of these mediaeval writers d'Entreves considers Aquinas 

to be the most eminent representative. 

The actual change in the context is derived from the 

Christian assertion that, in Christ, Uthe Logos v,ras made flesh 

and dwelt among us. n (John, ch. 1 v.l). Aquinas did not disagree 

with the stoic concept of a divine reason. Christian theology 

asserted that there v'JaS, indeed, a divine reason, inlmanent in the 

universe. But this divine reason vias, i.n Christian theology, 

revealed as being ultimately personal. The divine reason was 

identified l'li th the person of Chri st, v!ho, 8.S the writer to 

the Hebrews assents, "upholds all things by the vmrd of His powerlt
• 

(Hebrews ch. 1 v. 1). One should note that Aquinas derived 

particular stimulus from the teachings of Saint Paul and Saint 

13 A. P. d'Entr~ves, 2£. cit., p.33. 
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Augustine. In·the letter to the Roman Christians t Paul had 

written: 

Hhen Gentiles \·1ho have not the lm'l do by nature 'Nhat the 
law requires they are a law to themselves, even though they do 
not have the 1a1'.J. They show that v,That the la1,oJ require sis, written 
on their hearts. While their conscience also bears witness and 
their conflicting thoughts accuse or perhaps excuse them. 
(Romans 2, 14, 15). 

These verses provided, as Paul Ramsey notes, "the bridge across 

lIJhich the entire arsenal of Stoic natural la1fJ' theory crossed 

over intQ Christianity.n14 Saint Augustine further develops 

this connection. One can note that his most celebrated state-

ment, "what are states without justice but robber bands enlarged?U 

obviously implies a belief in a governing moral order in the 

universe. Consequently, the statement of Salnt Thomas Aquinas, 

concerning natural la1'J, must be seen as the consummation of a 

particular trend within Christian theology. 

The distinction between the stoi.c and Christian understand-

ings of natural law theory can be noted with reference to the 

personali.ty of MarcusA!.irelius, Emperor of Rome from 161 to 180 

A.D. Marcus had elevated stoicism to the status of an imperial 

creed. One would expect that Narcus would minimise the persecu-

tion of Christians within his Empire. To the surprise of many 

. later authorities, however, including John Stuart Nill, Marcus 

continued the policy of persecuting the Christian Church. 

Narcus agreed with Cicero's teaching on the natural law. This is 

implici t in his work The ~I~di:tations.: 

All things are interwoven with one another and the bond 
which unites them is sacred, practically nothing is alien to 
anything else for all things are combined with one another and 
contribute to the order of the same universe. 15 

14 P. Ramsay, Nine ttIodern Ivloralists,. p. 236 

15 Harcus Aurelius, 2]2. cit., p. 62 
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Uhy, then, did. I(arcus Aurelius appear to act against 

natural lavT in tolerating the perseClxtion of Christians? 

Furthermore, vihy did l·iarc"LlS Aurelius not perceive certain 

affinities between the Christian and Stoic perceptions of 

the 'world? I 'Vvould argue that th'3 eli vergence bet'ldeen the 

Christian and Stoic perceptions of the moral order acco~nts 

for part of the reason. Uithin Stoicism there 'was a certain 

strain of fatalism, a vievT of the ,,!Orld that sm'! the human 

situation as a it closed systemH • Stoi cs ltlould have agreed ,\,1i th 

Euripides that 

Other life is a fountain sealed, 
And the depths below us are unrev~aled, 
And we drift on legends forever~lo 

Christianity asserted that the vlOrld. Vlas essentially an Hopen 

systemH • Christians did not deny the mystery of existence, 

but they did claim some revelation into the mystery. It vms 

that claim that Marcus Aurelius considered as either rank 

superstition or simple malice. In considering Marcus Aurelius 

one can understand some part of the alleged tension bet1;leen 

Ilreasont! and Tlrevelationtf • 

It VTaS, therefore, the essentially different intellectual 

contexts of Stoicism and Christianity that account for the 

distinction between the Ciceronian and Thomist understandings 

l6Cited by R. KcL. ~ilson, "Pagan Religion at the Comin~ of 
of Christianitylf, in Peake is Cornnentary: on the BibJ:£, nevT 
edition, p. 712. 
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of natural lavT. If there was a distinction between the Stoic 

and Christian ~tanschcn"l.u~gt there was also a certain con~ 

tinuity, as suggested earlier. This continuity can be noted 

by the fact that the Emperor r~arcus Aurelius' The IIJIedi,tation~ 

has come to be highly esteemed by many Christians. Likewise 

therefore, there were continuities between the stoic and 

Ciceronian concept of natural law and the Thomist formulation. 

3. The Secular Formulation 

This law of nature can be described as being the decree 
of the di vlne "will discernible by the light cf nature, and 
indicating 1vhat j.s and what is not in conformity 1'Ji th rational 
nature, and for this reason commanding or prohibiting ••. 
Hence it is pretty clear that all the requisites of a law are 
found in natural law. For, in the first place, it is the 
decree of a superior will, wherein the formal cause of a law 
appears to consist ••• Secondly, it lays d01ITn what is and" 
what is not to be done, which is the proper function of a law. 
Thirdly, it binds men, for it contains in itself all that is 
requisite to create an obligatlon. 17 

The above statement has been cited as being representative 

of the "secular" school of natural law. That there is a 

secular interpretation of natural law theory is agreed upon by 

various authorities on the subject. Ernst Troeltsch, in a 

classic lecture delivered in October, 1922, states that nit 

was on the basis of this Christian system of natural 

law (i.e. the system associated with Aquinas) that 

17 John Locke, Essaxs" on the LaV.T of Nature, trans. W. von 
Leyden, pp. 111-112. 
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the1'e developed the modern and secular system of na tural lav,r. n18 

A.P. d IEntr'eves19 argues that the theory of natural law pre-

sented by Grotius, and further developed by his successors, was 

a tI secular II version of the concept. Nei theY' fI'roel tscb nor 

,. t 
d 'l~ntreves emphasise" Locke s contribution. The reason for tbis, 

I would argue, is that both Troeltsch and d'Entr'eves were con-

cerned essentially vvith the continental secular law theor:i sts. 

Both Troeltsch and d I}i;ntr~~wes emphasise the continental tradition 

in thi s secular school of na tur8.1 law thinking, a tradition 

repI'0sented in the writings of Grotius, Bodin, Vattel, Pufendorf, 

Al thusius, and other thinkers. But there were al s 0 English 

exponents of this same sec1..118.:£' school. I have cited Locke, as, 

in my opinion, he, (and not Hobbes), is the most artj,culate 

exponent of this English tradition. Joh..11. Locke, in his for:rr:u-

lation of natural law, was obviously influenced 'by the contin-

ental secularists, because 

by the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries t11e1'e had 
grown up, es,?ecially in Germany, a great scbool of l\aturrecht 
wbich engaged in academic study of 'all forms of human ----
society capable ••• of being regula ted by law' ••• Two ·of the 
greatest writers of this school in the seventeenth century 
were Grotiu8 8.nd Pufendorf. Locke knew their work and 
commended it. 20 

Gough points out that Locke, in his for~nulation of the theory 

of n8.tural law' was influenced 'oy 3nglish scbolEll"'s, partiou18.rly 

,------------~-----

18 Ernst Troeltsch, 3atural Law end '~orld p61itics, leoture 
printed in full as Annendix I of \'atural Law'8:YlClthe Theor:'[ of 
Soci~ by Gierke, p. 207. 

19. p d 1'-- t '\ . t 52 A. J.. hn reves, ~~. p.. . 

20 
Gough, Locke's Political ?hilosop[Jy, p.2. 
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Richard Hooker. 

Locke's statement is not radically2l different. from that 

of }\.qu:i.nas. 'Nhat does change 1s the context in which Looke wrote, 

a oontext which was largely seoule.r, when oompB.red Vii th 

Aquinas I era. Leo Strauss, in a review of 110cke I s essays notes 

that there are certain differences between Locke and Aquinas: 

liRe (Looke) deviates from the tradition (of Thol,i1ism) by denying 

that ttl.e natural law is inscribed in the minds of men • ~. the 

only way of knowing the natural law is by ascendlng from the 

sensibly peroeived things to God's power and wisdom \122 ... 
Yet, Str-auss seemS to think that t11is difference, and other 

divergences between Locke and Ii-quina s, do not consti tute a 

radical break from Thomism. On many points, IILooke more or less 

follows the traditional n8.tural law teaohing and in ps.rticule.r 

23 that of ':Phomasccquinas. II 

On one oentral point both Looke and j..quinas would seem 

to be in agreement. Both areti1eists, believers ln God, and 

21 I am not. denying that there are differenoes between the 
':Phomist and Lockean formulations of the theory of natural law. 
I would aSf'ert, however, that there is a basio agreement 
between ;'~quinas a.nd Locke on the central idea. of the theory 
of natural law. Both assert that God had imolanted in rflan 
a knowledge of tne moral law. In this sense: their divergenoes 
are not radical. '11he real differences oetltfeen Locke and 
Aquinas arise from the oont~xt in \vhich they wrote. ;llhey use 
the same ter:'l s, e. g. God , but owing to the context in which 
they wrote differe~ on t~Gir interpretation of thBse terms. 

22 -"t 1[ 1 r2 Leo 0 rauss, ·0 • D., no. 
Law ll

, 1'he ;,-merioan. ?oli tical 

23 I" °d ~., p. 490. 

2 flLocke I sDoctrine of' ~Iatural 
Science B.~view, (Ju.ne 1958) p. 490. 
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their theories thus retain a certain'affinity~ But, owing to 

the secular context in w'hich Locke wTote, his concept of deity 

differed from that of Aquinas • 
.... 

Entreves notes that. 

:the doctrine of natural law 'VJhich is set forth in the great 
treatises of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries - from 
Pufendorf's De tlu=te _~Tatu1;~.~e et Gentium (1672) to Burlamaqui' s 
PrinciQes du 12roit N~turel (1747) and Vattel's Droit des Gens ou 
PrinciI?es de l§t Loi Naturelle (1758) - has nothing to do-wit}~1-
theology. It is a purely rational construction, though,it does 
not refuse to pay homage to some remote notion of God. 24 

\ 
Entreves does not mention Locke, but the point that he. makes is 

applicable, in my vie't'J, to Locke I s formulation of natural law 

theory. 

The rejection of any vital notion of God from the concept 

of natural la'J;q was deri vecl from an uncritical trust in, and 

elevation of, reason. This process took more bizarre forms on 

the Continent, culminating in the construction of an idol to 

Reason in the Champ de Hars during the Revolution. Locke waul¢!. 

have been disturbed to think that his philosophy could have 

contributed, in any small way, to this deb~cle. But it· did. 

vJhen Locke's philosophy was transmitted to the Continent by 

Voltaire, the rationalistic elements within that philosophy 

were exaggerated. Voltaire's ideas "differed from Locke's only 

sli~htly in a more complete denial of revelation. u25 

Locke, like Aquinas, believed that it was possible to 

construct a s~Dthesis of faith and reason. Yet in Locke's 

synthesis the rationalistic elements were heightened. "Locke's 

Deity, in a word is that of the contemporary reconcilers in 

science and religion, such as Glanvil or Boyle ••. a Deity 

2L~ A. P. 
'\ 

d'Entreves, ODD cit., p. 52 - ..... 

25 G. H. Sabine., OPe cit., p. 
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to be approacbed by demonstrationi:26 In sh01't, ]~ocke' s deity was 

set within the context of a mechanistic universe. 

Aquinas' synthesis Yi8.S far less certain. 'l'he God of 

Aquinas still threatened to break out of any system in which' He 

was enclosed. 'l'1le age in which }.qulnas formulated his 'system' 

recognised God as soverei.gt1.. [ian might be given insight into 

His ways, but tbat insight was totally dependent upon God's 

revelation. In fact, God might choose to act contrary to man's 

understanding of His activities. '1'he Thomist syn.thesis was 

criticised by the mar ement known as Fldeism, associated wi th 

Ockham. This theological school emphasised the sovereign, 

inscrutable ways of God. 

Who hath lWown the mind of tbe Lord, Or who hath been 
his counsellor? 

Aquinas' claim to have recoi1.ciled faith and reason was judged I 

by this school as a misguided attempt to compress the unfathom-

able into the span of man's reason. Even Thomas understood that 

God was sovereign and could act apart from man's understanding of 

His ways. Irowards the end of his life ;~quinas stated fiall that 

I have written seems to me like so much straw compared with what 

I have seen and with what has been revealed to me." 28 

One could argue that I compared with Locke, .:'quin&s possessed 

les s confid enee in the ver8.ci ty of hi sown juclgement s about God's 

activity. Locke's synthesis did not have to contend with the 

spiri t expressed in Fid eism. Locke, in reconci ling fai tll and 

---------------------
26 Basil ~Villey, The Seventeenth Century Backgroun~, p. 279. 

27 Romans 11: 33,4. Paul is referring to tHO Old 11estament scrip
tures, Isaiah 40: 13 and Job 15: 8. 

28 Comment by Aquinas referred to by Copleston, :...qui~, p. 10. 
No further reference. 
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reason, was more confident, and possibly less humble, than 

Aquinas. Therefore, the r2.tionalism implicit in Aquinas becomes 

explicl t in Loc ke. "In Locke there is a feeling of confidence 

in the rationality of the universe, in the virtuousness of man 

and in the deliverances of enlightened common sense; while 

underneath are the everlasting arms ll
•
26 

I have emphasised the secularist cbaracter' of Locke's 

interpretation of natural law, and have understood Locke as 

being representative of the secularist school. Locke was not a 

secularist because he did not worship God. Locke was a devout 

Chri stian. But the actual effect of Locke IS thinkiI1...g was to 

. . . 

minimise the sovereignty of God, and maximise the role of reason. 

In this, he was representative of the secularist school of 

natural law. 

*.. ..;(0 -.... * 

In this chapter I have indicated three distinct usages of 

the term "na tural la wit, the Ciceronian-Stolc, the Thomis t, and 

the Secular. I have argued that the essential differences 

between these various interpretations -of natural law theory derive 

from the can text in whi ch they were posited. r.rhe actual formula-

tions of the theory do contain some basic similari tie s. 

Having emphasised the differences between these various 

. usages of the term, I will now deal with the continuity in na tur81 

12.w theory. It would seem that there isa common denominator, 

linking the various interpretations, despite the radical differences 

in the context. 

C. S. Lewis makes an impressive argument for a basic 

continuity in the. theory of natural law. Instead of using the 

29 ~illey, OPe cit. p. 268. 
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term Hnatural lawlt, .however, he uses an or:tental term, posslbly 

to emphasise the universal char.s.cter of the theory: 

This conpeption, in all its forms, Platonic, Aristotelian, 
Stoic, Christian, and Oriente.l alike, I shall hencefor th refer 
to for brevity sim:91y as I the 'rao I. Some of the accounts of it •. 
will 'seem perhaps to many of you quaint or even magical. But 
wha t is common to them all is somethj.ng we cs.nnot negle ct. It 
is the doctrine of objective va lue, the belief that certain 
attitudes are really true. 30 

This I1doctrine of objective value l1 is, in thecorrcept of natural 

law, appli ed to moral thinking. 'llherefore, the basic lin¥:age 

between various formulations of this theory lies in the belief 

that there are certam moral values that are universal in their 

application. 

In my opinion, the basic moral principle of the theory of 

natural law can be summed up in Dr. Albert Schweitzer's memorable 

phrase 'reverence for life". Most societies agree in placing a 

particular value upon the Ii fe of the indi vidu.al. There is, 

for instance, a universal proscription of murder. O. S. Lewis, in 

his Appendix to The Aboli tion of flian31 , provides an impres si ve 

array of quotations, frOI'll various sources, to prove this pOint. 

There is, hO'wever, a more positive sense in v{hich the tr.eory of 

natural law emphasises the value of lit e. !Vian is not simply to 

be protected against those who would prey on his weakness. He 

is also to be respected, for, despite his weaknesses, man has a 

fundamental dignity. Immanuel :i(ant conCisely expresses this 

positive view of man in his formulation of the categorical 

imperative. ILan should never be treated as a means, but always 

as an end. I a'1l not arguing that the categorical impera ti ve is 

uniform with the theory of natural law. In formulating the 

30 C. S. Lewis, The H.bolition of i.,an, p. 11 

31 See Appendix I of this ua uer. 
-'- -
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categorical imper8.tive ~(ant may not have been thinking in terms 

of the theory of natural law. But he does prescribe a particular 

attitude to humanity tl1at is in accord with the etbical 

pr:tnciples of the theory. 
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In this chapter I will deal w:Ltb. the first element, or 

aspect, of the central problem of this paper. I will argue that 

the concept 0 f resis tance to government can be jus tifl ed through 

recourse to the theory of natural law. In my opinion, Cicero, 

St. Thomas Aquinas, and John Locke, all stand in a particular 

relation to each other. All are representative of the natural 

law tra.dition in western political thought. But, in addition, 

each writer bas some significant interest in the relation 

between natural law and the right of resistance. Despit every 

considerable differences, these various writers could agree on 

the following statement, viz. that resistance to government can 

be justified if the government consistently imposes demands 

contrary to the natural law. Cicero, Aquinas, and Locke arB in 

agreement in ass6rtin~ this re18.t,l.on between natu..ral law and 

the right of resistance. Their divergences EU'ise in seeking to 

determine the precise nature of the relation. 

Cicero approved of Brutus I and Cassius r attempt on the 

life of Julius Caesar. In reference to this assassination 

CiceI'o stated. 

'l'heir action Vlas superhumanly noble in itself, and is set 
before us for out' irnitation: all the more conspicuously, 
because heaven itself is scarcely immense enough to hold the 
glory lNhich this deed has made theirs. The consciou.sness of a 
noble achievement was reward enoug~1.: yet no one, I believe, 
should Ep urn that further reward which they have also won -
int.'1lortali ty.l . 

The reason for Cicero r s approving the assassination of 

Julius Caesar was related to Cicero's particular concept of 

natural law. Cicero venerated the republican institution of 

----------.------.. - .. -
1. The Second ?hilippic against Antony, clted Cicero. Selected 
'70rkfl., p. 151, trans. -.. Grant. 



Home, as being a reflection of the eternal laVl~ To Cicero~ any 

subverting of these i.n.stitutions was an assault upon eternal 

verities, and was to be resi sted. CiceI'o suspected Caesar of 

designing the destruction of republican Y{orne. Ci cero was deter~ 

mined on resistance. In thi.s he perceived his actions as being 

in accord with the demands of the natural law. 

In his outlook Cicero was influenced by Athenianp·olttical 

thought. Athens bad distinguished between arbitrary and con-

stitutional government v HIn the Republican city states the 

tyrant was a USlH'P er . . . l\mong the earli est monuments erected in 

Athens to the honour of mortal men wer'e those set up to commemorate 

the first. instance of an attempt to slay a tyrant .1l2 fIhe 

cri teria determining arbitrary or tyrannical governrnent wer'e two~ 

fold. The ty-.C'ant was or:i.ginally slmply a usurper, i.e., one who 

had come to po\'[er tbroug~ unconsti tutlonal means. A more 

SUbstantive definition of tyranny was advanced oy Plato and 

Aristotle. These philosophers defined tyranny by reference to 

the alleged iI:1moral character of the tyrant1s rule. The tyrant 

was the ruler who violated certain universal canons of ethlcs 

and reason. Implicit in thi.s understanding of tyranny was ·the 

concept of natural law. The tyrant in t;,.thens was to be resisted 

on the gl~ound s that his rule viola ted the natural law. Ci cero 

rendered explicit the relation between ntl tur!ll law and the 

right of resi3tance. This relation was impliclt in previous 

Greek thought • 

. One should note, hONever, that the concept of natural law 

in classical thought did not :1ecessarily imply a right to 

resi st8.nce. Entr'eves argues tbat the Roman lawyers possessed 

2 O. Jaszi and J. D. Le\vis, .:\.gainst...}'he Tyrant, p. 3. 

3 ~·L P. dI3ntr~v9s, _~atur8.1 ~aw, p. 30 .• 
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their ovrn distinct understanding of natuI'al law. 'l"'his under~ 

standing of natural law did not necessarily imply a right to 

resistance. One may concln.de that Cicero's particulal~ under-

standing of the relation between natural Imv and the right of 

resistance was not universally aooepted in the Hom8n w01'ld. 

Aquinas also reoognised this olassioal distinction between 

arbitrary and oonstitutional government9 He allowed that, in 

oertain situations, resistance to. tyrannical government oould be 

justified. 4 

Man is bound to obey seoular rulers to the extent that the' 
order of justioe requires. For this reason, if suoh rulers 
have no just title to pov18r, but have usurped it, or' if they 
oommand things to be done which are unjust, their' subjects are 
not obliged to obey them, except in oertain special cases, whgn 
it is a matter of avoidi ng soandal or some partioular danger. 

In certain situations, he allowed the resistance to take the 

fOr'ID of revolution. 

The overthrowing of such a (tyrannical) government is not 
striotly sedition, except perhaps in the oase that it is 
aocompanied by such disordl~r t:1at the community suffer gr'eater 
harm from the consequent disturgances than it would from a 
continuance of the former rule. 

Aqu:l.nas advocated a right to revolution, deriving this right from 

his theory of natural law. But he recognised tha t j.n s one 

._---------_.----_.-
4 One can detect a oertain utilitarian emphasis in Aquinas, 
in that he argued that, on certain occasions, resistance to 
arbi trary- rule, even though justified, would, nevertheless mi ti
gate against the good of the oommunity. But tbis emphasis was 
not contrary to his emphasis on justice. Aquinas stood wi thin 
the Augustinian tradition emphasising the need for IIconcordiall 
withL1. a community. An arbitrary ruler d1.S1'upted this concordia, 
Which was identified with' justice. Aquinas argued that unwise 
rebellion would only disrupt "the concordia of a society evenmore 
than would have been the case had it suffered the arbitrary rule 
for a period. 
5 > 

St. ~homas Aquinas, Summa r[1heol., 2a2e, 104, 6: c1 ted A. P. 
df"Entreves, .l.-Tatural Law: an Introduotion to Lega~ Ph110sop.h;r, p.43. 

6 st. Thomas <l..qu.inas, Su::mn8. '111.1eol., ~·.u.42, A.rt 2. cited A.P. 
d 'Entreves, Aauinas : SeL::cted 201i tic.§...l -.7ri tl n~, p. 161. 



instances the removal of the tyrant,. even though legitimate, 

could only exasperate the si tua tion, and make way for mother 

tyrant. Aquinas Vlould have agreed with George Orwell, vvho in 

Animal Farm, emphasised the corruptlng influences of power. 

Aquinas was reacting against a tendency in Chris tiani ty to 

over-emphasise the duty of obedience. Paul had warned the 

Roman Christians that l1there is no pO'wer but of God: the pov/ers 

that be are ordained of God. ~nosoever resisteth the power 

resisteth tlJe ordinance of God. 1t (Romans 13:1) Peter, likewise, 

had enjoined the believers tlsubmit yourselves to every ordinance 

of man for the Lord's sake" (Peter 2:13). There was also 

another tendency within Christianity, emphasising the need, on 

occasion, for disobedience. "We must obey God 1'a ther than man" 

(Acts 5:29). But this right of resistance emphatically did not 

involve an.y right to revolut:i.on. Augustine represents the 

cen tral tradition of the Ch1'i stian Church following the apostolic 

age. He emphasised the duty of obedience. 

Augustine, like every other Christian writer, took for 
granted the duty of refusing to obey any command of a ruler 
which was directly contrary to the word of God. Yet the 
dominant influence in Augustine's writings was in the direction 7 
of the divine right of kings and the absolute duty of obedience. 

Aquinas, in asserting a right of revolution, was breaking awEW 

from the apostolic and Augustinian posi tion. r:f.1he scriptural 

teaching on the question of violence seerned clear. I'Beloved, 

avenge not yourselves but leave it to the wrath of God". (Romans 

12: 19). Aquina 8 had to reconcile this demand wi th the concept 

of a right to depose a tyrant. He did 80 through distinguishing 

between acts cOTnmitted by public capacity and acts committed by 

7 0 - . d 1 • JaSZl an J. D. Lewis, OPe cit., p. 13. 



a private citizen. 

Should private persons attempt on their' own private presmnp
tion to kill rulers even though tyrants, this would be dangerous 
for the multitude as well as for their rulers 0 •• 1 t seems that 
to proceed agalnst the cruelty of tyrai.'lts is an action to be 
undertaken, not through thesprivate presumption of a few but 
rather by public authority. 

Aquinas as serted tba t the individual Christia n could not stY'etch 

forth his band against the JJord's anointed. But the citizen 

could depose a tyrant, through acting by 9ub11c 8.uthox·ity. 

~~he effect of Aquinas I teaching can be noted in at least 

two areas. Aquinas h&d an immediate effect upon religious and 

political thought. Calvin found in Aquinas' teaching a basis 

for his own concept of resistance. Calvin agreed with Aquinas 

in emphasising the duty of obedience. Bu~ he also conceived a 

situation in which certain 'inferior magistrates' could take 

the sword agai nst the tyran-.ny of the I senior magi strate' • 

Implicit in both Aquinas I and Calvin's tl1.ought in respect to 

the right of resistance vvas the concept of r61e. Acts committed 

in one role, e.g. in that of a private individual, were distinct 

from acts committed in one's public capacity. Furthermore, 

Aquinas served as a link between the classical conception of a 

right to resistance, as expressed by Cicero, and t~e more mode~n 

secular for:nulation of this right, as expressed by John Locke 9 

John Locke had possessed a strong belief in the right of 

resistance. His Second Treatise on Civil Govermnent was con-

cerned with lithe analysis of the basic pI'inciples of cOllsti tutioml 

government. and the defence of the COTil!rlunity' s right to reVolution"~O 

I would argue that in this Locke stand.s in the Thomist tradition. 

-----------~-------.---.-.--.--------~-----

S St. ~:hom8.s Aquinas, On KingshiD., ~,rt.48: p. 27. :EngliE..h trans. 
by G. B. Phe lan, and I. 'NI. ::.~ s c h.l11ann. 

9 G~ H. Sabine, A !I1story of }01itic,8.1 'J.'houe;ht, p. 367. 

10 O. Jaszi and J. D. Lewis, op._ill., D. 102. 
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In the previous chapter I noted that ~eo Strauss argues thatr 

in many points, Locke is in slJ.bstantLiJ, agreement with iiquinas. 

I would assex't that this agreement can 'be noted with reference to 

Aquinas t and Locl{e t s view concerning revolution. Both Aquinas 

and Locke assert that the citizen has the right to rebel, when 

faced wi th the de~nands of an unconstitutional, and tyrannical 

government. Both writers accept the existence of this basic 

right. They do diverge, however, on the question of whether this 

right should be appli ad in particular si tua tions or not. Aquinas 

circwascribes the situations in which this right could be profit -

ably applied to the overall good of the comnmni ty. He argues, in 

effect, that it is sometimes better to temporarily abdicate one's 

rights. Locke is less conservative than il.quinas and insists on 

the exercise of tb,e legi tima te right to resi st. There is no 

radical disagreement between Aquinas and Locke, but there is a 

difference of emphasis. The reason for this difference is that 

Locke moved in a different context and was subject to different 

influences. 

Locke was influenced by continental wri ters, such as the 

\'lrit er of Vindiciae oontra tyrann<?,~, published in 1579. 'i.'his 

work was lIone of tIle landmarks of revolutionary literature".ll 

The title itself suggests a different spirit from that of St. 

':Phoma s <~~qu ina s. Aquinas had allowed the right to revolution in 

certain, prescribed si tuations. But the \vriter of VincUoiae 

contra tyrannos emphasised and popularised the concept of a 

right to revolution. This work was representative of a con

siderable body of continental protestant literature of tbe period. 

Locl{e was also influenced oy the emerging seculclrism of 

11 _ .. i..:j 
~~., p. 377. 

." - . -~---."----
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his own age. For !)ractical purposes God \'las becoming an anoma1 y. 

In Aquinas,po1itica1 theory is still subordinated to the 

sovereign maj esty of the medi8.eval God. '1'he right of resis ten ce 

was delimi ted by thl_s per·ceptLlYl of the ""orld. 
"/ 

S11OUld. no hmnan aid whatsoever cJ.gainst a tyre,nt be forth
coming, resort 1!1USC be had to God, the King of all, who is a 
helper in d"lJ.e time in tI'ibulation. For it lies in his power to 
turn the cruel heart of the tyrant to milclne s s.Ii::: 

The effect of these two streams of influence can be noted 

in Locke's emphasis on the right of resistance. 11he Reformation 

had emphasised the l'ight of revolution. 'rhe emerging rationalism 

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had created a secular 

~1 tanscb.mun[~. Consequen t1y, Locke's defence 0 f the right to 

revolution sounds m,ore str:h1ent, more man-centred, 'than that 

found in l\.quinas. 

Vvnosver uses force without right •.• puts himself into a 
state of war with those whom he so uses it, and in that state 
all former ties are cancelled, all other rights cease, and t~ery
one has a right to defend himself a.1d resi st the aggre-ssoJ.:'. 

This emphasis on the individual's res.9onsibility to defend his 

individual rights is incompatible 'Nith the ~:homist emphasis on the 

sovereignty of God. Accordlng to Aquinas, God may lead indi-

vidual Oh:r:i stlans to act in their public cap:3.ci ty against a 

tyrant. If so, any such action must be considered with due 

gravity, inspired not by egotistical motives, but by a desire 

to set the publ1. c al?ove the pri va te good. In Locke the emphasi s 

is not upon the public good but upon the private inviolable 

rights of the individual. Locke assumed that the rie;hts of the 

individual and the good of society would not conflict. 

12 St. l'homas Aquinas, On ~(ingship, i~rt. 48. 

13 John Locke, Second Treatise of GoveTnment, Article 232. 
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Locke assisted in a radic8.1 revi sion of the concepts of 

natural law and the right of resistance. He placed the right of 

revolution within a context of a theory of natural rie;hts. He 

argued that these natural rights were derived from the n8.. tU.I'al 

law. In this Locke represents the general trend of developments 
I 

in the theory of natural law during this period. G. H. Haines 

has rem2.rked hOW, following the Reformation 

Instead of natuY'8_1 lavv or rules of superior validity ius 
naturale was translated into a theory of natural rights ~ 
qU:8Tl-rT.0s inher'ent. in man which it was the dutv of the state 
to protect. 16 v 

It should be noted that Locke was resting his theory or). a 

logical fa nacy. There is no neces sary re1 at ion between the 

concept of natural law and that of the theory of natural rights. 

Natural law posits the existence of certain universal moral 

values, discerned by the human -reason. "But even if sane moral 

values are aOlnitted to be self-evident, it is far from obvious 

they must take the form of innate indj.vic1.ual rights tI ,15 1Jooke 

make s an inva lid transfer'ence from a theory of natural law to a 

theory of natural rights. This has certain consequences for 

Locke's formulation of a right to resistance. IJocke assumes 

the right to resistance to be a natural rie;ht. But-; natural 

rights a,o not necessarily derive from natural ls-w. Locke's 

particular concept of a natural right to revolution does not 

derive necessarily from the theory of natural law. Locke, 

nevertheless, perceived that the right of resistance was derived 

from the theory of natural IB.w. ·In the history of political 

ideas it is this percepti6n that is significant. 

This 3uropean tradition of the theory of nfi.tural law was 

communicated to ~,rort:(j -'",mer~_c8 ,owin::-, to the particular political 

and religiOUS constitutions of the i'lew ~ngland C010'li88. The 

American colonies were COl:ll90nent ;Jarts of the 

15 G. 3. Sabine, ou. cit., 9. S30 

16 O. Jaszi and J. D. Lewis, ou. cit., p. 104 

British Lr.pire. 
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Britain transmitted to tIle colonie s certain j~urope8n political 

ideas: 

The fathers of the i~erican Revolution were the direct 
heirs of the ]:':IonomarcI-:!s, and of Sicl.n.ey, 1',Il.lton, and J~ocke. Ii. 
beli ef in the illegitimacy of tYl~Hn:nical government· and a 
conviction of the justice of violent action against such a 
regime were familiar principles to whicll. the i-:.mer:i.can revolu
tlonaries nr~urally appealed in their fight against English 
domination. 

The l'~nglish writers, pre-eminently John Locke, were the most 

influential bece.use the .-.merican colonists vvere Engl1.sh. J"ohn 

Locke, u('lllO made the whole internal world bis ovm 1117, was 

highly esteemed in ~ngland. Similarly, Locke was respected in 

the co loni es. F'ul'thermore, Locke I sana lysi s of t}) e rOle and 

function of government seerued particularly applicable to the 

American frontier situa tion. The Amel'ican colonists agreed 

VIi th I.ocke in their desire to see minimal government. Con-

sequently, one can note certain affinities between Locke's 

conception of the natural law, as a IIbundle of individual 

rights that stem from individual self-interest,,,18 and the cou-

cept of the na tur'al law advanced by ;,merican leaders, particularly 

Thomas Jefferson. 

The particular religious constitutions of the Hew Sngland 

colonies provided a n additional reas on why the theory of natural 

law proved so accept.sib le in ":·merica as 8. basis for resistance to 

Britain. ~';ew England had been originally settled as a theocracy. 

The New England Puritans rejoiced that they 11B.d been em.ancipated 

from the chains of Roman Ca tholi c t"Cleology. J'obn ·.7ebster} 

speaking of the scholastic mOl emen t, stated 

17 ~.lhom80n I s I Season s I, cited by 3. ~iilley, The 3evGnteerlth 
Centu.ry ._'38.cksr(1) nd, p. 264. No further reference gi ve:l.--

18 H. _~. Rommen, The l.atural ~aw, p. 89. 
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:Vhat is it else but a confused Chaos of needless, frivolous 
fruitless, trivial, va:Ln$ curious, impertinent, l~notty, ungodly, 
irreligious, thorny, and hel-batch'.t disputes, altercations, 
doubts, questions and endless janglinbs, mu.ltlplled and sp::nmecl 
forth even to monstrosity and nauseousness? 9 

It would seem that :.Jebster was protestlng too much, POI' the , 

Puritans were influenced by the scholastic movement. ~iller20 

notes how that Hew England ministers were aV18.re of some debt to 

the scholE.stic lTlover:lent. rl'his debt was conoes.led from their 

congregations by their continual critlcism. from the pulpit of 

3chol~stic theology. 

The Purj.tans argued that God could be recognised through 

'the light of nature'. This doctrine of natural la~ possessed 

two distinct elements. God could be known through the human 

rea son perceiving the external creation. IlI;very· creature in 

heaven and earth is a loud preacher of this truthl1.2l God could 

also be recognised by the human reason conten:plating certain 

universal moral prinoiples evident through tbe operation of the 

conscience, HAnd 'tho Lian t s Apostacy hath greatly beclouded 

his Reason ••• yet those principles are rooted in him and camlot 

. ttl] ' l' t t d II 
22 C t 1 th P • t t oe o.a y 00 1.era e . onsequen Y,e ur1-an concep-

of natural law involved a belief in the existence of certain 

universal moral principles. All men were able to comprehend 

these prinCiples in varying degrees. In this, they stand in 

the tradition of Aqu inas. Both ..... q uinas and the Puritans 

beli evec1 in a transcendent deity tha t bad revea led certain 

truths to mell f s conscience. 

19 John ·.:ebster, cited by ""iller, 1'he ~'iew lmgland ;.ind: the 
Sev~teenth CentuI,], p. 100. ~:o further reference E;iven. 

20 Ibid., p. 100. 

21 Puri t&. n sermon, cited ibid., p. 21;). iio further referenc e. 

22 
?uri tun 'tdOb'-'! C1 .. ->. 1 lU., p. 210':"11. ;0 further reference. 
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Not all the :North American colonies were founded by 

Puritans, and in some coloni es this Pur'itan emphasis on natural 

law was absent, as B. F. lNright has noted: 

In the colonies to the south of New England one finds less 
devotion to the theory of natural law during these opening years 
of the struggle (The Revolution). Some of the wri ters, to be 
sure, show scarcely less enthusi8.sI!~ for the inherent natural 
rights of man than Otis or the Adamses, but others avoid the 
concept and prefer to rely upon a more conservative argumentative 
weapon. It is only after the passage of the Coercion .. Lcts in 
1774 that the doctrine is Vlhole-heart.edly accepted au tslde of 
the colonies in which the clergy had for generations been 
thunderin€k their interpretation of its teacbings from their' 
pulpits. 2o 

Thus in comparing tbe New England si tua tion with that of the 

other·colonies one can assess the particular impact of this 

fusion of Aquinas' ani Locke's concepts of natural la\'". I'Jodes 

of thought received from the :2uri tans were giVEn new content in 

Nel,v England by the .American defenders of the Revolution. As 

Barker bas noted, t1Vfnen Samuel .-i.d&..ms and James Oti s became the 

modern disciples of Vattel, they were also recovering and 

reviving an old inheritance of their own soil."24 

This connection with the European tradition provided the 

necessary condition enabling the American revolutionaries to 

formulate their particular theories of natural law. Had 

Americans been unacquainted with the theory of natural law, the 

theory could not have been applied. But this factor does not 

account for the emergence of this theory during the Revolutionary 

and pre·-Revolutionary period. ".Vby didi~meric8n intellectuals, 

such as Jefferson, rely. upon this theory in order to defen~ their 

posi tion? I would argue that ther'e were ccrta in ext€; enol es in 

the .:..merican si tuation, during the period under discussion, that 

~3 B. F. '.'fright, :,meric an Interpretations of ~~atural La",!, p. 75. 

24 Sir 2rnest 3arker, Traditions of Civility, p. 322. 



virtually compelled the Americans to appeal to the theory of 

natural law. 
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Sir Ernest Barker, in the essay H:::tur~l Law~l}9:._the 

~merican ~evolution, states that there were three different 

grounds to which the American lawyers appealed in challenging 

the Brit:i.sh Parliament from 1764 omvards. 'rhe first ground was 

that of their own colonial constitutions, as expressed in their 

cbarters. The second ground was that of the British constitution. 

The tbird and final ground to which the Americans appealed was 

that of "ideal or natural rights, proper to any and every con-

sti tut-ion which conformed to l;latural Law lf • 25 13arker argues that 

cla:i.ills based on the first and second criteria crn be judged 

invalid. He demonstr8_tes that in appealing to the theory of 

natural law, tbe Americans were seeking to circumvent objections 

that could otherwise be advanced against their position. 

As to the appeal based on original colonial charters, 

Barker26 notes reasons why the claim was inv8.lid. All the 

colonies did not possess charters, nor Vifere those \vhich did exist 

necessarily in agreement with each other. In addition, Barker 

emphasises that the charters were originally given not to 

colonies but to business companies. It could be argued that the 

colonies were liable to the rule of ul tr§:: __ vire~, if they exceeded 

theil' authori ty. (11he s.econd ground to which the colon:is ts bad 

appealed involved their interpretation of the principles of the 

:B.:nglish constitutions. Barker27 argues that the colonies were 

appealing to fiction. The colonies claimed that the Lnglish 

--------------------------------------
25 Ibid. , p. 285. 

26 Ibid. , p. 287 

27 Ibid. , p. 301 
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constitution gave the individual freeborn Englishman certain 

rights. ' But Englishmen in England did not have the rights that 

the colonies asserted. Birmingham, IYIanchester, and Sheffield, 

for eX8.mple, were not represented in the English Parliament. 

Yet, Parliament still reserved the right to tax these cities. 

The Americans also argued that the British 'Parliament vras subject 

to certain restrictions in sovereignty in relation to the' 

colonies. Barker states that 

To live in the logic of the present during the years 1774-
1775 was to live under the authority of a King-in-Parliament, 
who v.Tas sovereign not only ~or the realm but also for the 
dominions beyond the seas. 2 

The second ground of appeal must be judged as i,nv8J.id. The 

Americans v.Tere compelled to avoid these counter-arguments simply 

by shifting their ground to that of a higher, or natural, law. 

The American Declaration of Independence, adpted on July 4, 

1776, expressed the particular character of the American appeal 

to natural rights. After appealing to the "Laws of Nature and 

of Nature's Godu , the framers of the Declaration continue: 

We hold these truths to be self-evident that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator v.rj.th certain 
inalienable Rights, that among these 8.re Life, Liberty and the 
Pursuit of Happiness. - That to secure these rights, Governments 
are instituted among Nen, deriving their just powers from the 
consent of the governed. - That whenever any Form of Government 
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People 
to alter-or to abolish 'it, and to institute new Govern.ment, 
laying its foundation on such principles and organising its 
powers in such form, .as to them sh8.11 seem most likely to effect 
their Safety and Happiness. 

The framers of the Declaration were of a conservatj.ve· dis-

position. The Declaration continues: 

Prudence, indeed, vIill dictate that Governments long 
established should not be changed for light and transient causes; 
and accordingly·, all experience hath shevm tl:at mankind are 
more disposed to suffer, 'while evils are sufferable, than to 
right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are 

28 
Ibiq., p. 306. 



accustomed. But, when a long train of abuses and usurpations, 
pursuing invariably the same object, evinces a design to reduce 
them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is tbe:Lr 
duty, to throw off such Govern..ment, and to provide new Guards 
for their future Security. 



CHAPTER THREE 

The American Revolution contributed to the further develop-

ment of the distinctive European tradition in political thought, 

analysed in the previous chapters. Following the Revolution, 

the theori of natural rights became effective in inspiring other 

revolutionary movements. The American Revolution directly 

influenced the French Revolution. During the Revolutionary, liar 

France was engaged on the side of the Americans. As Cobban 

notes, ualliance with the Americans not merely exposed French 

society to democratic and republican ideas, but made them 

fashionable and respectable. nl Cobban refers to the Maquis de 

La Fayette, and the Comte de Segur",. Both vJere involved in the 

Revolutionary VIar, and were impressed with the American example. 

The Comte de Segur wrote, fBI was far from being the only one 

whose heart palpitated at the sound of the growing awakening of 

liberty seeking to shake off the yoke of arbitrary power".2 

La Fayette later rose to prominence in the French revolutionary 

movement. The American Revolution provided a paradigm example, 

a model, to which the French revolutionaries could refer. When 

the French National Assembly convened in 1789, one of its first 

acts was to assert the existence of certain "natural, inalienable, 

and sacred Rights of Man." 3 The influence of the American doctrine 

of natural rights is pronounced, and, while the French Revolution 

----------------------------------------
1 A. Cobban, ~ Histo~y of Modern France, I, 119. 

2 Cited ibid., p. 119 

3 Declaration des Droits de l'Homme et du Citoyen, adopted'by 
French National Assembly on 26th August, 1789. For text see 
A. P. d'Entreves, Natural Law, p. 48. 
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received its 'inspiration from many dlfferent sources, it can be 

analysed in terms of the effect of the American Revolutlol1 upon 

French opinion. 

The effect of the two revolutions was cUlUulative. Following 

the F;rench Revolution, there was an outpouring of natlonallst 

and Ilberal sentiment. Rude notes how, by 1815, revolutionary 

movements had developed in many areas, so that Itthere was 

hardly a com1try 'It\Test of Russia and Turkey, and north of the 

Pyrenees, whose society and political institutions had not been 

profoundly affected. u4 This surge of revolutionary activity was 

stayed in 1815" only to break out again in the revolutionary years 

of 1820, 1830, and 1848. The slogans of the Amerlcan and French 

Revolutions~ partlcularly the appeal to natural rights, became 

part of the intellectual currency of Europe. I would argue that 

the theory of natural rights influenced these various revolution

ary movements, both dlrectly and lndirectly. 

Revolutionary movements in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries have combined both liberal and nationalist elements, 

and one can detect a tension between individu~list and corporate 

elements within these movements. The emphasis on individualism 

resulted in a concern for individual rights and liberties, while 

the emphasis on the corporate whole resulted in the exaltation 

and elevation of the collective entity, the nation. In both 

respects, one can note the influence of the theory of natural 

rights. 

There is a direct relation betlileen the theory of natural 

rights, and the revolutionaries' stress on individual freedom. 

4 G. Rude, Revolutionary Europe, p. 180 
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In order to demonstrate this relation, I refe~ to Tom Paine's 

booklet The Rights of Nan, published 1?91. 

Tom Paine t s book played an B.cti ve part both in the American 

and the French Revolution and had defended the former revolution 

through his C011l!110n Sense. His influence upon the French Revolu-

tion vIas not as pronounced as it had been in the American 

Revolutton. Nevertheless. his Rights of Jj§n uimmediately gaj.ned 

recogni tion in the English speaking iwrld as the ablest and most 

effective defence of the revolutionary posttion,;.5 Paine argues 

that the individual has certain basic natural rights. 

Natural rights are those il1hj.ch always appertaln to man ln 
right of his existence. Of this kind are all the intellectual 
rights, or rights of the mind, and also those rights of acting 
as'an individual for his own comfort and happiness, which are 
not injurious to the rights of others - Civil rights are those 
which appertain to man in right of his being a member of 
society. Every ctvil right has for lts foundation some natural 
rights pre~existing in the individual, but to \IThich his indi
vidual power is not, in all cases, sufficlently competent. 
Of this ~ind are all those which relate to security and pro
tection. 

Paine's booklet was representative of a large body of literature 

that helped diffuse the theory of natural rights among the 

peoples of Europe.? 

Yet the emphasis on nationalism was at variance i'rith the 

emphasis on individual rights. This tension becomes explicit in 

considering Mazzini's pobition: 

5 F. M. vJatkins, The Age of Ideol.Q£;Y. - Poli."tii.cal. Thought 122_Q_ to 
th~ P~~~l, p. 20 

6 Thomas Paine, Complete }'Jorks, p. 264-. 

? For example, one should note Shelley's Declaration of Rights 
(1812). See L. L. Snyder, ed., FjJ.t.Y~J9.r_.D9clmlents of tf1~ 
Ninetee~h Centu~, p. 25. 
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Your cOlmtry is the land v7here your parents sleep, where 

is spoken that language in which the chosen of your heart, 
blushing, 1hJhispered the first word of love; it i.s the home that 
God has given you, that by striving to perfect yourselves therein, 
y·ou may prepElre to ascend to Him. It is your name t your glory, 
your sign among the pgoPle. Give to it y·our thoughts, your 
counsels, your blood. 

Corresponding to the glorification of the nation 1·ms a denigra-

tion of the theory of individual rights. Mazzini admitted that 

Uthe·d06trine which makes individual rights for its starting-

point has played, especially in the last sixty years, an 

important part, highly beneficial to humanity.u9 Yet Mazzini 

realised that the theory of individual rights was essentially 

egocentric, ana, in a sense, opposed to the principles of 

nationalism: 

The doctrine of individual rights •• 0 is terrified at the 
idea of goverr~ent. Its supporters regard government as a 
necessary inconvenience; to which they submit, on condition 
of giving it as little power as possible. In their theory, 
government reduced nearly to the function of a police constable, 
deprived of every initiative, has no mission but to geve!}t. 
It is there to repress crime and violence; to secure for every 
individual the exercise of his rights against any brutal attack 
of his neighbours - nothing more ••• Here is, properly speaking 
no society, nothing but an aggregation of individuals, bOUlld 
over to keep the peace, but for the rest following their ovm 
individual objects; laissez faire, laissez~ser, is the formula 
of the school. 10 ------ --_. 

It would §:.p.pear that the theory of natural rights is 

virtually excluded from the brand of revolutionary nationalism 

identified with Mazzini. This is the case, to some extent, if 

we conceive the theory of natural rights purely as a theory of 

------..-----
8 Address given on the death of the Bandiera brothers, July 25, 
1848, text in Selected T:Tri tings: Mazzini. p. Ill. ed., N. Gangulee. 

9 Thoughts upon Democrag}Lin Eur~§_, (1847), p. 160 

10 Ibid. p. 160 
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individual rights. I would assert, however, that the theory of 

natural rights, origlnally applled to the individual, can also 

be applied to the collective entity, the nation. In this one 

can note the indirect influence of the theory of natural rights 

upon particular revolutionary movements. Once one admits that 

the nation is an entity, possessirig a corporate personality, one 

can then impute to this personality certain natural rights. 

For if individual personalities are allowed certain rights, why, 

one might ask. should not the same be true of corporate personali-

ties? Rousseau argued that the nation was suc~ a corporate 

enti ty. uAs long as several men in assembly regard_ themselves 

as· a single body, they have only a single will, 'which is con

cerned "t'Ji th their common preservation and well being. nll It was 

on this philosophic position, established by Rousseau, that 

Mazzini was able to develop his own style of nationalism. 

In the twentieth century one can note the influence of the 

theory of natural rights. In reference to the theory of indi-

vidual rights I will note the United Nations Declaration of 

HD~an Rights, (1948). In the Preamble to the Declaration, the 

framers state 

whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the 
charter reaffirmed their faith in fundamental human rights, in 
the dignity and worth of the hD~an person, B.nd in the equal 
rights of men and women ••• the General Assembly proclaims this 
Universal Declaration of Hu~an Rights as a corr~on standard of 
achievement for all peoples and nations. 12 

The United National Declaration can be viewed as a contemporary 

specimen example of the demand for individual rights, as in the 

text of the Declaration it is individual rights that are 

-----
11 J. J. Rousseau, The Social Contr~ct, p. 85 (trans. G.D.H. Cole) 

12 For text, see Keesing's Conte~~ora~Archives (For 1948) p.9699. 
Certain articles noted in Appendix I~ 
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In order to appreciate the application of the theory of 

natural rights to the collective entity, the nations I refer to 

the Declaration of the Provisional Government of the Irish 

Republic issued in 1916 during the Easter Rising: 

We declare the right of the people of Ireland to the 
ownership of Ireland, and to the unfettered control of Irish 
destinies, to be sovereign and indefeasible. The long usurpa
tion of that right by a foreign people has not extinguished that 
right nor can it ever be extinguished except by the destruction 
of the Irish people ••• Standing on that fundamental right and 
again asserting it in arms in the face of the "World, we hereby 
proclaim the Irish Republic as a Sovereign Independent State, 
and we pledge our lives and the lives of our comracbs-in-arms to 
the cause of its freedom, of its welfare, and of its exaltation 
among the nations. 14 

The argument I have presented has an immediate application 

to the issue of a right to resistance. For revolutionary 

nationalists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have 

tended to justify their resistance on two grounds. They have 

initially appealed to the traditional right of resistance, as 

articulated, for example, in the United Nations Declaration of 

Human Rights. In the Articles of the Declaration the right of 

1.3 In t1:.e twentieG:1 century there has been a rene1f7ed emphasis on 
the rights and dignity of the individual, which has found 
expression in such declarations as that of 1948. The reasons 
for this are complex. The contribution of outstanding humani
tarians and philanthropists of the nineteenth and tNentieth 
centuries, e.g. Lord Shaftesbury, Albert SchHeitzer, is one such 
factor. Another factor may be that the internal social changes 
wi thin states during the twentieth century have led to a dispersion 
throughout the community of' moral standards previously associated 
with a particular class. One could argue that the aristocratic 
class, in England at least, has al1i'Tays had some concept of 
individual dignity. In this connection one could again point to 
the contribution of Lord Shaftesbury and others of his social 
class. As Britain has become a 'mass society' these particular 
standards have become recognised throughout the cOllwunity. I 
would argue, however, that the main reason for this renewed stress 
in individual rights and liberties is that the alternative 
position, i.e., the glorification of the natioq has become dis
credited, particularly in view of the events in Nazi Germany. 

l L" 'ltl. C. Langsam, Documents and Readin~. in the History of 
Eurone since 1918, p. 347. 
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resistance is not recognised as a distinct right •. In the 

Preamble, however, the right of resistance is recognised, at least 

by implication. The framers state that "it is essential, if man 

is not compelled to have recourse t as a last resort;, to rebellion 

against tyranny and oppression, that human rlghts be protected by. 

the rule of law. 1t They have also justified thelr resistance on 

the ground of their natlonalism, claiming that the nation has 

the right to have its nationalist aspirations respected by the 

government. I have argued, in effect, that this claim to a 

national rlght of resistance is explicable if one initially posits 

the nation as a corporate personality, and then imputes certaj_n 

rights to it, rights normally granted to lndividual personalities. 15 

From the above considerations I would argue 1'Ti th Sir 

Ernest Barker that tlv.re who live in Europe too readily see 1789 

as the year in which it was said 'Behold, I will make all things 

new·'. A VoTider view "\'')"ill sho-;o',)" that the year of change "t'l'as 

1776 ••• ,,16 The American Revolution can be Vieit'Ted as the first 

major war of colonial liberation, and one could claim that 1--Je 

are still experiencing the effects of this Revolution. For in 

the American Revolution one can note both the emphasis on the 

---------------------------------------------~~--------------------that 
15 I would emphasise that I am not arguing/nationalism orig~pated 
in the theory of natural law or that of natural rights. I am 
arguing that a particular indirect application of the theory of 
natural rights justifies resistance to authority based on 
nationalism. 

16 Sir Ernest" Barker, Traditions of Civil}t~, p.317. One could 
question, h01\)"ever, the 1--1hole concept of t decisive moments' 'in 
history. Professors Godechot and Palmer argue that the French 
and American Revolutions are simply Ilphases" of a more general 
"democratic ll revolution in the west. 
(For a discussion of their position, see G. Rude, Revolut~onar~ 
Europe, p. 180. Note also literatur~ cited.) 
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theory of individual rights, and the. emphasis upon the collective 

right of the new nation, the United states of America. Since 

the American Revolution, these particular aspects of its ideology 

and practice have been communicated to other parts of the world. 

This combination in varying degrees of liberalism v.ri th national

ism has proved influential in shaking the established institu

tions of our own day. Revolutionaries can look to the American 

Revolution, and to the theory of natural rights, for inspiration, 

both "Then they demand a recognition of indivldual rights, and 

when they demand the rlght for their country to enjoy 'a place 

in the sun.' I noted in the previous chapter how Locke derived 

his theory of natural rights from his "secular" theory of 

natural law. In assessing the influence of the theory of natural 

rights in relation to the issue of resistance, one is also 

noting the inflUence of the theory of natural law. 



GIlAprrLR FOUR 

As the theory of natural rishts h8.S been pOl)ularised, it 

has become pro[~r88sively detached fro!ll its origi:n.s. ;llhe 

Marxist-Leninist, for example, has a partlcular theory of 

natural rights. But he would not necessarily accept that this 

concept was derived from the bourgeois notion of natural law. 

Jacql1es Mari tain states how at a meeting of the Fr611ch Hational 

Commission of UI:ESCO, in which the Rights of r;ian were being dis-

cussed, someone questioned how it was possible that certain pro-

ponents of opposing 1c1e108ies could agree on certain basic rights. 

Representa tives of these ideologies replied, 

rights prolliding ~ve are not asked why" t 
" "vve agree on these 

In view of this development, one can legitimately re-assess 

the concept of a natural right 2 to resistance in tenns of the 

theox'y of natural law'. I would argue that the theory of natural 

rights, as at present accepted in relation to the issue of 

resi s'~ance, is incompa tible wi th the theory of Yla.tur'al law. This 

is ironic in view of my earlier argl.Lment that the theory of 

natural rights was derived from that of natural law. 

In Chapter 1 it was argued that t:C1e centra 1 m"ora1 principle 

of the theory of natural law is Ilreverence for 1ife ll • I would 

argue that the ConcelJt of a natural rig.ht to armed resis~ance 

militates against this central princj_ple. Once one has admitted 

the legitimacy 0 f arm"ed force to depo se a tyrant, one becomes 

1 ,T. karitain, Nan and the Ste.te, p. 77. 

2 One could criticise the whole theory of natural rights. In 
this case the concept of a natural right to resistance is also 
challenged. J.D. Mabbott writes,"six months scrutiny of a 
corresDondence COlU21El revealed a natural rit}1t to a living wage, 
a right to vrork, a ri:~ht to trial by jury, a ri,sht to buy clgarettes 
after 8 n.m. a l~i o"ht' to can!) in a caraV8.D by the r9acl:-:iCLe, and 
a right to w!lk onOthe grousB moors of scotl~~"durlng the close 
seaso:Q!t J.D. I.Iabbot t, ':i.1hp, State and f}.lhe 01 tizen, p. 58. 
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involved in a certain moral contradiction. There is no guarantee 

that the revolutionary set will not debase human dignity even 

fUrther. ·1 would refer to three contemporary examples of 

revolution in order to illustrate this point. 

,Franz Fanon notes that the ideals of the Algerian revolu

tion were violated by some of its supporters. 

Because we w$.nt a democratic and a renovated Algeria, 
because we believe one cannot rise and liberate oneself in one 
area and sink in another, TJlye condemn, 'Ni th pain in our hearts, 
those brothers who have flung themselves into revolutionary 
action -v,ri th the almost physiological brutality that centuries 
of oppression give rise to and feed.3 

But Fanon admits that tlit is not easy to conduct, with a minimum 

of errors, the struggle of a people, sorely tried by a hundred 

and thirty years of domination, against an enemy as determined 

and ferocious as the Frenchu • 4 

The same basic principle can be illustrated 1'1i th reference 

to the Nigerian crisis. Dame Nargery Perham broadcasting on 

the B.B.C. stated 

I, On 22nd January, 1966 I came to Broad.casting House to 
speak about the assassinatlon of the Prime Hinister of Nigeria, 
of the Premiers of the Northern and Eastern Regions and of many 
officers of the army. I spoke almost at a moment's notice 
under the deep sense of shock which those murders had evoked. 
I remember that 1tJhile 1 vIaS in the studio working on my script I 
saw on the television screen the Ibo officer who had just mur
dered the Premier of the Northern Region, whom I had knm'm. 
The officer was still holding his gun and proud of 1i'That he had 
done. I felt a sense of horror caused by something even deeper 
than the immediate tragedy. I seemed, as in a flash, to see a 
vista of the great and terrible consequences 'which might result 
from these murders with their perpetrators honestly believing 
they would open the way to a nel'J and better political life. 
They 'were wrong. The blood of poli tical ass~ssination seldom, 
if ever, nourishes healthy political growth.' 

In the case of Nigeria, as in the case of Algeria, one can 

argue that armed revolution is ineffective in attaining particular 

3 Franz Fanon, .f]. Dy,ing ColonialiGill, p. 25. 

4 Ibid .• , p. 25. 

5 B.B.C. Broadcast Talk, (Third Programrne), printed in The 
Listener, Vol. 80, no. 2060, p. 353. 19th September, 19b8. 
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moral ends. I an not 6.X'6uing that aX'med revolution E!!'~ pays 

any nlm:'al dividends. Often hurnan dignity is elevated b;l 

revolution. Bu tit would. seem that equally frequently human 

dignity is debased by the same process. 

Finally, I would refer to the Black Power kovement in the 

Uni.ted states of America. rl1he American negro leader, the late 

rl~alc olm X, has stated 

:'I believe that there are some white. people who might be 
sincere. But I think they should 'prove it. And you can't prove 
it by singing with me. You canlt prove it by being non-violent. 
Ho, you can ,prove it by recognising the law of justice. And 
the law is t.as ye sow, so shall ye reap. II r:Phe law of justice is 
IIhe who kills by the sVfOrd shall be killed by the S1.II/ord H

• 

This is justice. ~ow, if you are ~ith us, all I say is, make 
the same kind of contribution with us in our struggle fOl'l free
dom that all white people have always made when they were 
stx'uggling for- their o',vn freedom. You were struggling for 
yOU1'l fl'leedom in the '1evOll.ltionary ·~!ar. Your O'i.!:1 Patrick Henry 
said 1I1iberty or death ll

, and Georee ~.':a8hington got the cannons 
out, and a 11 the rest of them that you taught me t9 wo rs~.ip as 
my heroes, they were fighters, they were warriors. o 

Iilalcolm X continues 

Bu t rlO'i.V, when the time comes for our freedom, you vlan t to 
reach back in the baf" and grao somebody who's non-violent and 
peaceful and fo:C'giving and long-suffering. I don 't go fOI' that -
no. I say that a black man has the right to do whatever is 
necessary to get his fre.edom that other hurnan beings have done 
to get their freedom. 

However one may legi timate1y question whether the violent 

tactics adopted "oy the negro militant'S in the i-:..mericDn situation 

do contribute towards the liberation of the -\.merican negro. 

':J.lhe Americ811 example is pClrticu1arly useful in clarifying 

the centra 1 argur:1ent of this paper, as it has developed. For 

!\c'alcolm X· is not pervel'lting the Lockean. doctrine of resista'{1ce, 

but he is simply carrying it to its logical extension. j\IEtlco1m X 

6 Speecl} by =.'13.1 co 1111 :C, deli vered in Cleveland, Ohio, 1963; see 
!tBallots or dullets ir First :-\.mendment rLecords, ?hi1adephia. 
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leg:i.t:i.mately appeals to the example of the American Revolution 

in order to support his argulllent, for the American Revolution 

irJas t j.n part, a consequence of the Lockean doctrine being applied 

to an actual political situation. In contemplating the blight 

of communal violence that has attacked American society, it 

should be noted that sl.wh _ a development is in accord iliith at 

least some of the ideals of the American Revolution. 

I have demonstrated, therefore~ the moral absurdity of the 

Lockean doctrine. For what could be more at odds with the 

theory of natural laitJ than the spectacle of communi ties wi thin 

a nation arming against one another? If we take Locke's doctrine 

of resistance seriou.sly, we are bound to end up in a Hobbesian 

state of nature, in which every man's fund is agaj.nst his 

neighbour. 

It seems that "LtJe have reached an impasee, a dilemma 

relating to the original problem of this paper. For the events 

in Germany. from 1933 to 1945 would seem to j.ndicate the immoral

i ty of unql..1.alified obedience to the state. 7 The Nuremberg 

Trials demonstrated the need to resist authority~ 

7 The Nazi regime was the consequence of a particular trend in 
German thought, that had emphasised the duty of obedience and 
exalted the role of the state. The tendency can be noted in the 
Romantic Hovement of the nineteenth century, ironically, in part 
a reaction against the breakdovm of commlmi ty life during 
revolution. Trei tschke 'wrote n,And h01'7 ruthlessly has harsh 
experience destroyed all those mad ideas which hid themselves 
behind the great name of Liberty.1t The ideas of freed~m which 
prevailed during the French Revolutj.on ••• were fulfilled •. , 
and what 'Nas the end of it all? The ::nost disgusting despotism 
Europe ever saw. It German thought was caught bet1;'men Scylla and 
Charybdis. 
(Heinrich von Treitsch..ke, ufr~edomn, revised vers10n 1362, 
reprinted in Eugene C. Black, The Posture of Europe l8~2 - 12LW. 
Readings in SurQPean Intellectual Histor;y, p. 204). 
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Obed1ence to orders not obviously unlaNful is the duty of 
every member of the armed forces ••• the la1'J cannot in conditions 
of war discipllne be expected to l.veigh scrupulously the legal 
merits of the orders received ••• However, subject to these 
qualificat10ns, the question is governed by the major princj.ple 
that members of the armed forces are bound to obey legal orclers 
only and they cannot therefore escape liability 1f in obedience 
to a cormuand they commit act-.s 11hich both violate unchallenged . 
rules of warfare and outrage the general sentiments of humanity.S 

In the aftermath of war German intellectuals have been 

seeking for some viable doctrine of resistance. In this connec

tion I refer to the study group ~uroRaische_Publikatiol1,9 com-

posed of jurists, officers, theologians and professors, formed 

in consequence of the Remer trial of 1952.10 One aim of this 

group 'was to study the theoretical problem of a right to resis-

tance. In view of the German case J it seems, therefore, that 

one should stress the Lockean doctrine of resistance. But the 

argQmentof this paper has been that the European revolutionary 

tradition, particularly as identified with Locke, is open to 

criticism on moral grounds. To accept inhuman orders from a 

tyrannical government is admittedly wrong. But h01;1T does one set 

about changing the government throlJ.gh armed revolution, itTi thout 

perverting, in the process, the moral ends of the revolution? 

8 The Belsen Trial. Tllar Crimes Trials, Vol. II, (H.N.S.O. 1949), 
p. 631/2. 

9 For a discussion of this group, as well as for a wider treat
ment of the questj.on of resistance, see Guenter Lewy, UResistance 
to Tyrann.y, Treason,. Right, or Dutytl, Hestern. Poli t.:!:'9al Quartem, 
Sept. 1960, pp. 581-596. 

10 otto Ernst Remer, second Chairman of the Socialist Reich Party 
publicly denounced the J'uly 1944 conspirators. Remer 1vas set on 
trial for having insulted the resistors of 20th July, and having 
slandered their memory. He was fou...nd guilty and sentenced to 
three months imprisonment. 
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Dr. Jawaharlal Nehru, in a letter to Joan V. Bondurant, 

has concisely expressed the point that I am seeking to emphasise 

in my criticism of Locke: 

He see conflict all round us in the world. That is 
perhaps not surprising. But what is surprising is that the 
methods adopted to end that conflict have almost always failed 
miserably and produced greater conflict and more difficult 
problems. In spite of this patent fact we pursue the old methods 
blindly and do not even learn from our own experiences. ll 

Thus the, argument of this paper has raised the question of the 

dichotomy between means and ends. I have indicated that I agree 

with the end of revolutionary action, when directed against 

arbitrary or tyrannical rule. As Aquinas has written, "to be 

subject to a tyrant is the same thing as to lie prostrate 

beneath a'raging beast".12 It is necessary that the moral order 

be preserved against governments that would seek to break it. 

Often an act of resistance will lead to revolution. One can' 

judge, therefore, the end of revolutionary activity to be com-

patible, in certain situations, with the demands of the moral law. 

I have questioned whether the means, namely, violent actions, 

are also in accord with the moral law. It would seem that on 

some occasions at least violent means mil it'ate against the 

achievement of moral ends. 

There is at least one possible resolution of this dichotomy. 

To quote from Nehru's letter again: 

Gandhi was never tired of talking about means and ends 
and of laying stress on the importance of the means. That is 
the essential difference, I think, between his approach and the 
normal approach which thinks in terms of ends only, and because 
the means are forgotten the ends escape one. It is not realised 
that the ends must inevitably come out of the means and are 

11 J. V. Bondurant, Conquest of Violence: The Gandhian_Philosophy 
of Conflict, p. xviii. 

12 St., Thomas Aquinas, On Kingshil?" art. 29. 
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governed by those means 13. .. -Gandhi pointed another way and, 
what is more, lived it and showed achievement. That surely 
should at least IIl.8.ke us try to understand what this new l'lay was 
and how far it is possible for us to shape our thoughts and 
actions in accordance with it. 

I would argue with Nehru that Gandhi's doctrine of Satayag,raha14 

may resolve this dichotomy between means and ends. This Gandhian 

doctrine entails the concepb of non-violent resistance. In 

analysing this Gandhian doctrine, I am seeking to introduce some 

consistency into my argument. If one judges the end of revolu-

tionary action in terms of the theory of natural law, one must 

judge the means In terms of the same crlteria. It is thls lack 

of consistency that is responsible for a certain amount of con-

fusion in Western liberal thought. 

In my opinion, the theory of natural law dictates that non-

violent means should always be used in the first resort in 

order to effect social or_political change. Should these non-

violent means prove inadequate to the task, then an entirely new 

situation develops where violence may be acceptable, both on 

practical and moral grounds. But one can argue that, in a sense, 

non·..:.violent means of resistance to tyranny are more in accord 

with the theory of natural law than violent means. This is but 

the corollary of my argument as outlined in the previous chapter. 

If the use of violent means leads to moral confusion, then the 

only other alternative open involves non-violent resistance. 

I am arguing, therefore, that according to the theory of 

13 J. V. Bondurant, Ope cit., p. xviii. 

14 'Satayagra!la' translates as 'holding firm to the truth'. 
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natural law- non~violence should be always the I first-strilte t 

weapon against tyranny. In the eventuality of this first-

strike failing to be effective, then force may possibly be 

justified •. But Gandhi was convinced that non-violent means of 

resistance would be successful - if not in every conceivable 

case, then at least in the cases Gandhi was concerned with. 

"Given a just cause, capacity for endless suffering, and avoid

ance of violence, victory is a certainty,,!5 Whether violent 

resistance as such is illiuoral does not arise, except as a 

largely hypothetical question. Gandhi believed that: 

VJhere there is only a choice between cmvardice and 
violence I would advise violence. Thus when my eldest son 
asked me what he should have done, had he been present when I 
was almost fatally assaulted in 1908, whether he should have run 
away and seen me killed or whether he should have used his 
physical force ••• ~ told him it was his duty to defend me even 
by using violence. l 

But Gandhi's central position was that in most cases, 

certainly in the case of the struggle against British rule in 

India, "non-violence is infinitely superior to violence, for-, 

giveness is more manly than punishment".l7 Gandhi adopted this 

position because of his belief in a higher law possessing uni

versal validity.18 Gandhi claimed that cognizance of this 

higher law would direct one both to the end, i.e., revolution 

against British rule, and to the choice of means, i.e., non-

violence. 

15 M. K. Gandhi, Excerpt from Young India (27.4.21), in Non
yiolept Resistance: Satyag!aha, p. 12. 

16 ~., p. 132. Excerpt, YOUl1& India 11.8.20. In the same 
article Gand.hi states: "I would rather have India resort to arms 
in order to defend her honour than that she should in a cowardly 
manner become or remain a helpless victim to her ovm dishonour". 

17 Ibid., p. 133. 
18 

J. V. Bondurant argues that Gandhi did in some respects have 
a rElativistic vieH of morals (J. V. Bondurant, OPt cit., p. 17). 
I think this mmecessarily complicates his position. 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRA£r:t. 
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In one sense Gandhi can be vievred as standing wi thin the 

distinctive European tradltion of politic.stl thought, as analysed 

in the preceding chapters~19 Gandhi was an Oriental. But the 

occident influenced him t to some extent, in his political ideas. 

In the following passage one detects a Ciceronian vein of 

argument: 

That we should obey laws whether good or bad is a neVl
fangled notion. There ~lJas no such thing in former days. The 
people disregarded those laws they did not like and suffered the 
penalties for their breach. It is contrary to our manhood if we 
obey laws repugnant to our conscience. Such breaching ••• is 
opposed to religlon and means slavery ••• A man who has realised 
his manhood, who fears only God, will fear no one else. Man
made laws are not necessarily binding on him. Even the 
Government does not expect any such thing from us. They do not 
say: nyou must do such and such a thingU , but they say: ItIf 
you do not do it, we will puntsh you". \oJe are sunk so low that 
we fancy that tt ts our duty and our religion to do what the law 
lays down. If we will only realise that it is unmanly to obey 
laws that are UlljUSt, no man's tyranny will enslave us. 20 

Gandhi justified his choice of ends, i.e., reslstance to, 

and_ ultimate overthrow of, arbitrary authority, on the grounds 

of natural law. But Gandhi also invoked the natural law tn 

support of his particular choice of means: 

I have found that life perststs tn the mtdst of destruc
tion and, therefore, there must be a higher laH than that of 
destruction. Only under that laH would a well-ordered society 
be intelligible and life worth livtng. And if that is the law 
of life, we have to work it out tn our daily life. Wherever 
there are jams, wherever you are confronted 1'ri th an opponent, 
conquer htm with love ••• In India we have had an occular 
demonstration of the operation of this law on the widest scale 
possible. I do not claim therefore that non-violence has 
necessarily penetrated the three hundred millions, but I do 
claim that it has penetrated deeper than any other message. 21 

---------------------------------------~--
19 I am not arguing that Gandhi was necessarily ~e of a ltnk 
betHeen hts teaching on the subject of resistance, and that of 
other exponents of the Western natural law tradition. Yet this 
does not prevent him from being considered in relation to this 
tradition. 
20 

M. K. Gs.ndhi, oPo! cit., p. 18. 
or ~~~i, chap. XV1I. 
21 

M. K. Gandhi, 9p. cit., p. 383. 
Voice", Part II, pp. 109-110. 

Excerpt from "Indian Home. Rule 

Excerpt from "The Nation's 



The Ganclhian concept of n8,tural law is similar to that 

advanced by Reinhold Niebuhr. Paul Ramsey notes how Niebuhr 

posits a revised conception of the natural moral law. Niebuhr 

re jects the traditional view associated 'Vli th the theory of 

natural law that 

human nature conforms wholly to stable structures and nicely 
reposes wi thin discoverable limits ••• man t s selfn,transcending 
freedom rises above the limits or even the vitalities of physical 
nature and above the patterns of reason or the uniquely 
individual organic structures discovered by romantic idealism. 
Man stands before possibilities for action which are not to be 
calculated in terms of the potentialities of a fixed essential 
nature of any sort. 22 

Ramsey states that on the basis of this particular perception of 

man Niebuhr is led to contend that 

for such a free spirit as man love is the law of life ••• 
love is the moral law for man whose nature is indicated in 
Niebuhr's writings; and his way of pointing us to this con
clusion is by showing that the ll..atural moral law elaborated in 
the philosophies of naturalism, rationalism, and so on fails and 
must fail to captivate and fulfil the special dimensions of 
man's nature. Among the ruins of these systems love still 
stands as the relationshj.p in life which was meant for man and 
for which man was intended. 23 

Gandhi's conception of this higher law of love represents 

a particular formulation of the theory of natural law. One 

should note, in addition, that Gandhi derived considerable inspir-

ation from Leo Tolstoyo I will quote part ofa letter Count 

Tolstoy sent to Gandhi in order to clarify further Gandhi's 

particular concept of the moral law. 24 For it was the teaching of 

Tolstoy on this subject that Gandhi assimilated: 

The longer I live, and especially now, when I vividly 
feel the nearness of death, I want to tell others what I feel 
so particularly clearly and what to my mind is of great 
importance, namely, that which is called "Passive Resistance n , 
but which is reality nothing else than the teaching of love 
uncorrupted by false interpretations. That love, which is the 
striving for the union of htunan souls and the activity derived 
from it, is the highest and only law of htunan life; and in the 

22 
Paul Ramsey, Nine r10dern Mor?-1.i~p, p. 113 

23 
Paul Ramsey, £Eo c~t., pp. 11J, 114. 
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and in the d.epth of his soul every human being feels and knows 
this; he knows this until he is entangled by' the false tea?hings 
of the vvorld. This law was proclaimed by all - by the Indlan 
as by the Chinese Hebrew, Greek, and Roman sages of the "rorld. 
I think this law ;TaS most clearly expressed by Christ, who 2 
plainly said, uIn love alone is all the law and the prophets fl

• 5 

Gandhi's concept of natural law was therefore a dynamic, 

posltive conceptlon. In his view the moral law did not merely 

proscribe certain acts for the individual; it also encouraged 

a particular attitude, an attitude of love. It was from this 

particular attitude that Gandhi derived bo.th his obligation to 

resist oppression, and his determination to do so through the 

use of non-violent weapons. It is possible, therefore, to see 

a way out of the impasse, the nature of which I have indicated 

in' the previous chapter. One does not need to comply meekly 

with the demand.s of an arbitrary regime. But neither does one 

need to go to the other extreme and indulge in an orgy of 

bloodletting in order to achieve objectives. 

I would assert that the theory of natural la1<r does 

24 
One could legitimately question on logical grounds the 

particular position I have adopted in appealing to Tolstoy in 
order to clarify the thought of Gandhi. I am assuming, however, 
that in respect to the basic principle of non-vlolent resistance, 
both Tolstoy and Gandhi were in agreement, and, In addition, 
there is evidence that in this respect Tolstoy did influence 
Gandhi. I would not justify the method adopted on grol.mds of 
strict logic. Rather I would argue that. quoting Tolstoy does 
make sense as a lltera~evice. Obviously in many polnts the 
teaching of St. John the Dlvine is In agreement wlth the teaching 
of his Master. As there is no basic conflict between st. John 
and Jesus Christ in their teaching one can legitimately quote the 
words of Jesus in order toclarify the thought of John, on the 
ground. that Christ articulates what John thought. On similar 
grounds I would justify this appeal to Tolstoy. Nowhere in 
Gandhi's writings have I found a 'passage as articulate in 'its 
justification of Sabayagraha, as that which I have noted in 
reference to Tolstoy. As both Tolstoy and Gandhl are in essential 
agreement on this subject I feel justified in quoting from Tolstoy. 
(For a discussion on the influence of Tolstoy' upon Gandhi's 
thought see the same chapter of G. F. Andrews, fiIahatma Gandhi's 

. Polit!cal Ideas, as that in whlch Tolstoy's letter is reproduced). 

25 Letter reprinted in full in G. F. Andrews, !'Jahe,tma Gandhi's 
Ideas, p. 195 



prescri be a ttvia medl.§.ti. Reslstance can be justified providing, 

if at all possible, it is of a non~violent character. One can 

contemplate violence only after having honestly attempted non

violent action. In the previous chapters I argued for the 

existence of a particular tradition within Western political 

thought. In my opinion it is only through the introduction of 

the concept of non-violence that this tradition can possibly 

hope to be resuscitated as ~ consistent moral theory. 
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-------

I have argued in favour of a particular principle as being 

in accord· with the theory of natural law. This argument is open 

to objection on at least tvJO grounds. One objection is concerned 

\ with the premises on which the argument is baseq, while another 

objection is concerned with certain difficulties of application 

in respect to this argument. 

The theory of natural la~\]' is by no means universally 

accepted as valid. As I have based the central argument of this 

paper upon the theory of natural law criticism of the theory is 

significant. If the theory of natural law is fallacious it is 

possible that the argument presented is also fallacious. l One 

can also criticise this argument on the ground that it is 

difficult to apply the:! particular principle that I have suggested. 

Such difficulties of application do not necessarily: provide a 

ground for objection, as one can argue in favour of a particular 

principle irrespective of any difficulties in application. If 

one adopts a particular utilitarian position, however, one can 

assert that a principle incapable of application isc1eficient, if 

not in terms of pure theory, at least in terms of its 

practicality. 

In respect to the first ground of objection, I ~JOuld argue 

that most revolutionary movements do derive stimulus from the 

lIt is not necessarily the case that if one's premises are invalid, 
any argument deriving from such premises is also invalid. This 
is particularly the case with respect to the central argument· of 
this paper. One can justify the princlple of non-violent· 
resistance, as the' basic weapon to employ against tyranny, on 
a number of grounds, the theory of natural law being only one. 
Nevertheless if the theory of natural law is invalid I 'would be 
compelled to modify this basic argument in some areas, and for 
this reason I defend the theory as ~ecessary to political 
discourse. 

55 
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theory of natural law, whether they accept the theory or not. 

Lenin, for example, wrote 

In what sense do we repucliate ethj.cs and morality? In the 
sense in which they were preached by the bourgeois who declared 
that ethics were God's commandments. \'Je, of course, say that 
llJ"e do not believe in God. and that vJe know perfectly well that 
the clergy, the landlords, and the bourgeoisie spoke in the name 
of God in order to pursue their own exploiter's interests. Or 
instead of deducing these ethics from the commandments of God, 
they deduced them from idealistic or semi-idealistic ~hrases, 
which were always very similar to God's commandments. 

If. Lenin repudiated the natural law, he did place another 

law in its place. I refer to a speech delivered by Plel~hanov, a 

leading socialist theoretician, at the Unification Congress of 

190.3, at 'which Lenin was in attendance. In 1917 Lenin quoted 

these words as he ordered the Constituent Assembly to disperse: 

The fundamental principle of democracy is this: salus 
12opuli. s~]2rema leJS. Translated into revolutionary language, 
that means the health of the revolution is the supreme law ... 
If the safety of the revolution should demand the temporary 
limitation of one or another of the democratic principles it 
would be a crime to h~tate.3 

In the name of this higher law the Bolshevik Party in 

Russia resisted the demands of the posi ti ve Im\)". When in power, 

the ,Party set itself above other established institutions as 

the bearer of revolution. The same principle can be observed 

in Nazism. Hitler rejected traditional morality. Yet, he too 

was forced to appeal to a higher law to justify his actions. 

Following 'the Night of the Long Knives' of June .30, 19.34,. 

Hitler stated 

If anyone reproaches me and asks why I did not resort to 
the regular courts of Justice, all I can say is this: In this 

2 V. I. Lenin 11 Colle cted 'VI orks It, XVI I, p. 322 , c1 ted by David 
Shubb, ~en1n, in Appendix • 

.3 Speech by Plekhanov, oi ted by Bertram D. Holfe, Three liIho 
Made A Revolution, 'p. 270. 
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hour I was responsible for the fate of the German people, and 
thereby I beca~e the supreme judge (oberster Gerichtg;ter) of the 
German people. 

The revolutionary cannot re ject the concept of natural ls};q wi th

out its returning in some distorted shapeS into his ideology. 

From this one can argue the concept of natural law is a necessar~ 

concept within political discourse, quite irrespective of 

vJhether the concept is valid or not. 

In respect to the problem of the application of the 

principle that I have outlined, I will indicate two areas in which 

there is particular difficulty. Firstly, I argued that violent 

resistance could only be adopted in the event of non-violent 

resistance having been tried - and found wanting. Yet how does 

one know, in any specific situation, whether to use violence or 

not? This is the problem facing the Civil Rights Novement in 

the United states today. Has non-violence failed? If so, is 

violent action justified? Michael Novak notes that 

the wave of confidence in non-violent methods which 
crested over the nation under the leadership of Martin Luther 
King ••• has suddenly been spent. Robert Kennedy's terrible 
end marked its exhaustion. The power of repression - and the 
·will to repress - promise, moreover, to be even

6
stronger in the 

future than they have already shoNn themselves. 

:fiIichael Novak ask~ 11 Hhat , then, shall we do?" Has the 

turning point been reached? On~ can escape this problem simply 

by denying that violent resistance is ever justified. This is 

4 Speech by Hitler, June 30, 1934, to the Reichstag, cited by 
William Shirer The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, p. 282. 

S The same principle I have noted at work in Nazism and Harxist 
Leninism can also be noted in Utilitarianism. Bentham rejected 
natural laN as a theory. Yet, one can argue that the concept of 
natural law i,s being simply revised in his formulation of the 
utilitarian principle. 

6 Michael Novak I revieT,1T of (i.8.Yldhj by Geoffrey Ashe I and 'Non
Viglence and Aggre~;:;j.oi:!' by n. J. N. Horsbury, The New R~~.i.£ 
(June 22, 1968). 
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not the posltion I have adopted. 7 Eut the vl1101e question ShOHS 

th~ difficulties of applying a principle supposedly derived from 

the theory of natural law. Again, considering the P...merican situa-

tion, one might ask whether non-violence is effective as an 

instruulent of social and political change. Can the principle of 

non-violence be applied successfully in an actual politicaJ. 

conflict? 

In recent years the 1·ljhole concept of non-violent resistance 

has come under a critical scrutiny, and there has been an 

increased emphasis on the use of force as a revolutionary instru-

ment. Jo Grimond, the former leader of the British Liberal 

Party, has voiced these doubts as to the effectiveness of non-

violent resistance: 

HOVlever unpalatable it may be, the truth is that again 8.nd 
again useful reforms have b§en achieved in Britain by force after 
argument has failed. India and Ireland would never have got 
their freedom from the British Government without violence. 
Even the latest student protests have won more by sit-ins than by 
reason. Strikes rely on pressure not on discussion. Yet they 
are now a hallowed custom in democratic cOl'cntries. Demonstra
tions have come to be a routine form of protest, yet the most 
peaceful demonstration is nevertheless a threat. 9 

Grimond rejects this distinction bet~een violent and non-

violent resistance. He notes hoVT non-violent resistance relies 

on the threat of force to attain its objects. 

The effect of this sort of criticism is to weaken our faith 

. in the practicality of non-violent resistance. In this 

7 To argue that the theory of natural law positively proscribes 
all forms of armed resistance is, in my opinion, excessively 
dogmatic. 

8 It is significant that Grimond questions the belief that India 
received its lndependence as a result of the application of non
violent forms of resistance. 

9 30 Grimond cited by W. F. Hall in article, "The Role of 
Violence in Politics U

, The BirmipAham Fost, Sept. 13, 1968. 
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connection I will refer to D. Novak's article Avarchi~~_§Q£ 

Everyone advocating violence as the means of 1mproving a 
particular si tuat10n has to be certain of a posi ti ve ansvmr to 
tvw questions: Is violence the only possible means and, will it 
really achieve the aim? If the answer to the first question 
is negat1ve, the use of violence 1s not morally justified; if 
the answer to the second question is negative, then resort to 
violence is both unjustified and useless. These two aspects of 
the problem express the 1n~8rdependence of means and ends and 
are lnseparably connected. 

Jo Grimond is arguing that violence often is more effective at 

attaining political aims than other methods. The principle of 

non-violence may be admirable. One fears that it is also 

irrelevent, in that it cannot be effectively applied to achieve 

political ends. 

How does one meet this sort of objection? In reply, I would 

argue simply that the problem of application is intrinsic. to the 

. whole question of natural lav.r. If one posits a moral IaN that 

can be perceived by reason, it seems inevitable that men will 

dj.sagree as to the application of the moral law to a specific 

situation. In seeking to apply the principle of non-violent 

resistance there is bound to be disagreement. Yet moral dis-

course contains many areas of disagreement, but this does not 

mean moral discourse should cease. The principle of non-violent 

resistance may be a difficult one to apply, and one can even 

argue that the principle is incapable of applj.cation. This does 

not mean, however, one should give up the struggle to apply 

this principle. 

10 D. Novak, "Anarchism and Individual Terrorismu , Canadian 
Journal of Economics and Politica~ Sc1e~ce, Vol. 20, No.2. 
(Nay "19 5L~ ), p. 1'82. -
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Srumnary an.d .C.9n_(~usion 

In the Introduction the essentj_al problem of this paper VJas 

outlined. I argued, by reference to the l\laccabean Revolt, that 

the revolutionary is confronted with the need to justify his 

action. It is necessary both to justify the concept of resis

tance as such, and to justify the particular means of resistance 

adoptedo I indicated this problem could be resolved through 

recourse to the theory of natural lawo In Chapter I, three 

distinct formulations of the theory of natural law were ad.vanced, 

as identified with Narcus Tullius Cicero, st. Thomas Aquinas, and 

John Locke respectively. I argued that there is a basic agreeBent 

between these various exponents of the theory of natural law, as 

each asserts that God has implanted in man knowledge of the moral 

law. Despite this consistency within the theory there are 

certain differences between these formulations, as can be noted 

with reference to the context in w"hich these statements were 

originally presented. I argued, in addition, that the theory of 

natural law prescribes a certain attitude in respect to human 

relationships, namely, a realisation of the dignity and worth of 

the individual. 

In Chapter II it was noted that Cicero, Aquinas, and Locke 

each assert a relation between the theory of natural law and the 

concept of a right to resistance. There are differences as to the 

nature of this relation and it was argued that Locke based his 

doctrine of resistance upon the theory of natural rights which 

was only derived indirectly from the theory of natural law. I 

argued that Locke's doctrine of resistance l",ras recognised in the 

American colonies and provided the theoretic justification 
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for the American Revolution. In Chapter III it was argued that 

the American Revolution engendered other outbursts of revo1ution-

ary activitYt in which the theory of natural rights, as a basis 

for revoll,ltion, became more 'tvidely recognised. I noted both the 

direct and indirect influence of the theory of natural rights 

upon certain revolutionary movements. I noted the direct 

influence of the' theory as consisting of the liberal claim that 

the citizen has a right to resistance should government prove 

oppressive. I argued that the claim to a right of resistance 

based on nationali sm was an indirect app1icatj.on of the theory 

of natural rights. rrhe nationalist is in effect positing the 

nation as a distinct personality, and imputing to this 'person-· 

a1ity' the right of resistance, a right originally applied in 

respect to the individual citizen. 

In Chapter IV this doctrine of resistance, was cri tj.cised 

in terms of the theory of natural law. I argued that revo1ution-

ary and nationalist movements often defeat their O't'm moral ends 

through their resort to force. I argued that, although one may 

admit a right to resistance, this does not mean one should 

necessarily think in terms of violent revolution. I indicated 

by reference to Gandhi that according to the theory of natural 

law non-violent methods of resistance should be employed against 
. 

oppressive government, if at all possible. In Chapter V I 

noted certain difficulties in this position, as relating both 

to the premises of my argument, i.e. the theory of natural ,law, 

and to the question of the applicability of the principle of 

non-violent resistance. 

,v. ," 
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The Maccabean Revolt illustrates' the personal character of 

moral decisions. r1attathais and Judas Naccabeus represented 

the forces of Je~'Jish nationalismo On prev'ious occasions, 

particularly during the period of the Judges of Israel, the 

Jews had asserted themselves against alien oppressors. The 

leaders of these rebellions cOlJ.ld normally point to a distinct 

t call t, a moment when YahlhTeh had directed them to a particular 

task. The experience of Gideon may be taken as typical: 

And the angel of the Lord appeared un.to him and said lmto 
him, The Lord is with thee, thou mighty man of valour. And 
Gideon said unto him, oh my Lord, if the Lord be with us \'Jhy 
then is all this befallen us? and i>Jhere be all his miracles 
which our fathers told us of saying, Did not the Lord bring us 
up from. Egypt? but noW' the Lord hath forsaken lJi) and delivered 
us into the hands of the Nidiani tes. Arld the Lord looked upon 
him, and said, Go in this thy might and thou shalt sa-ve Israel 
from the han(l of the Hidiani te s: have I not sent thee? 1 

Mattathais and Judas diverge from this Jewish revolutionary 

tradj.tiol1. in this one respect, viz. unlike the Judges they could 

not point to a divine cOIilIaission. 1-Jattathais justified his 

action at Modin by an appeal to reason not revelation. The 

l.!faccabean period falls wi thin 'The Four Hundred Silent Years I 

during which the voice of prophecy was silent. As in an earlier 

period of Israelite history, there -vJaS no "open vision". 

Nattathais had to sort out the moral problems involved in his 

act of resistance on his O1ID. 

In this paper I have argued in favour of a particular 

principle as being in accord with the theory of natural law. 

But I have not presented any moral panacea. 'VJhether one should 

1 Jud.ges 6 12 - 1L~. 
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resist goverrLment through violent or non·-violent means are not 

questions capable of an easy resolution. The individual may 

decide that, in the circDlnstances. violent resj_stance is the 

only means open. Such was Nattathais' viewpoint. lYlattathais 

would appear to have been vindicated, as his violent revolution 

succeeded, whereas the non~violent methods previously employed 

had failed. If there are situations where violent resistance 

has succeeded there are also other situations where it has not. 

In A.D. 70 a revolt broke out in Jerusalem, the instigators of 

which looked to the lVlaccabees for their inspiration. This revolt 

failed, Jerusalem passing into Gentile control, the remnants 

of which 1'Jere not obli teratec1_ until A. D. 1967. Violent resistance 

may be both justified and effective in some cases, but this is 

not so in all cases. The same principle applies to the concept 

of non-violent resistance. The individual should keep open 

both alternatives. I would argue, hm'rever, that the theory of 

natural la-N would dictate a preference for non-violent 

resistance. 



The folloNlng lllustratlol1s of the Natural Law are collected 
from such sources as come reacllly to the hand of one who is not 
a professj.onal hlstorlan. The list makes no pretence of complete
ness. It will be noticed that writers such as Locke and Hooker, 
who wrote l'Tithln the Christian tradltion, are Quoted side by side 
wi th the New Testament. This I'wuld, of course, be absurd lf I 
were trying to collect independent testimonies to the Tao. But 
(1) I am not trying to prove its validlty by the argument from 
common consent. Its valleU ty cannot be deduced. For those who 
do not perceive its rationality, even universal consent could not 
prove it. (2) The idea of collecting independent testimonies 
presupposes that 'civilisations' have arisen in the world inde
pendently of one another; or even that humanity has had several 
independent emergences on this planet. The biology and anthropology 
involved in such an assumption are extremely doubtful. It is by 
no means certain that there has ever (in the sense required) been 
more than one civillsation in all history. It is at least arguable 
that every civilisation we find has been derived from another 
civilisation and, j.n the last resort, from a single: centre -
'carried' like an infectious disease or like the Apostolical 
succession. 

1. The. Law of General Bel1~.fi~e 

(a) Negativ.~ 

'I have not slain men.' (AnCient Egyptian. From the Confession of 
the Righteous Soul. 'Book of the Dead'. v. Encyclopedia of 
Religion and Ethics (= ERE), vol. v. p. 478.) 
'Do not murder.' (Ancient Jewish. Exodus xx. 13.) 
'Terrify not men or God will terrify thee.' (Ancient Egyptian. 
Precepts of Ptahhetep. H. R. Hall, Ancient History of l~ear 
East, p. 133 n.) 
'In Nastrond (= Hell) I saw •.. murderers.' (Olel" Norse. Volospa 
38, 39.) 
'I have not brought misery upon my fellows. I have not made the 
beginning of every day laborious in the sight of him 1<Tho worked 
for me.' (Ancient Egyptian. Confessj.on of Righteous Soul. ERE v. 4-78.) 
'I have not been grasping.' (Ancient Egyptian. Ibid.) 
'Hho meditates oppression, his dwelling is overturned.' (Baby
lonian. Hymn to Sarnas. ERE v. 4-45.) 
'He who is cruel and calumnious has the character of a cat.' 
(Hindu. La1\fs of Hi3xlU. Janet, Histoire de la Science Poli tiQue, 
vol. i, :p.6). 
'Slander not.' (Babylonian. HynL~ to Sarna. ERE v. 445.) 
'Thou shalt not bear false 1'Titness against thy neighbouT. t 

(Ancient JeNish. Exodus xx. 16.) 
'Utter not a word by ';'Thich anyone could be "Nou-i1.ded.' (Hindu, 
Janet, :9. 7). 



'Has he ••• driven an honest man from his family? broken up a 
well' cemented clan?' (BabJTlonian. List of Sins from incantation 
tablets., ERE v. 44·6). ' 
f I have not caused hunger. I have not caused vreeping. t (Ancient 
Egyptian. ERE v. 4,78.) 
t Never eLo to others what you 1'JOuld not like them to do to you'. 
(Ancient Chinese. Analects of Confucius t trans. A. 'Haley, 

2 ') " .. 2) xv. .J; CI. Xll. ~. 

v 1\hou, shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart. t (Ancient" Jewish. 
Leviticus xix. 17.) 
9 He "(;1hose heart is in the smallest degree set upon goodness will 
dislike no one.' (Ancient Chinese. Analects, iv.4). 

'Nature urges that a man should wish human society to exist and 
should wish to enter it.' (Roman, Cicero, De Officilis, iv. iv.) 
'By the fundamental Law of Nature Han (is) to be preserved as 
mUch as possible.' (Locke, Treatises of Civil Govt. ii. 3.) 
v vJhen the people have multiplied, what next should be done for 
them? The Master said, Enrich them. Jan Ch'iu said, When one 
has enriched them, what next should be done for them? The rilaster 
said, Instruct them.' (Ancient Chinese. Analects, xiii. 9.) 
I Speak kindness ••• sho"(.·') good. will.' (Babylonian. Hymn to Sam8:s. 
ERE. v. 445.) 
'Men were brought into existence for the sake of men that they 
might do one another good r. (Rom,an. Cicero, De Ofr. 1. vi 1. ) 
'!VIan is man's delight.' (bId Norse. Havame.l 47.) 
'He who is asked for alms should always give.' (Hindu. Janet, 1.7.) 
'What good man regards any misfortune as no concern of his?' 
(Roman. Juvenal xv. 140). 
(I am a man: nothing human is alien to me.' (Roman. Terence, 
Heaut. Tim.) 
'Love thy neighbour as thyself.' (Ancient' Jewish. Levi tlcus X},X. 

18. ) 
'Love the stranger as thyself.' (Ancj.ent Je1;'1ish. Ibid. 33, 3L~.) 
'Do to men 'Nhat you l:Jish men to do to you.' (Christian. Hatt. 
vii. 12.) 

II. The Lm·J of Special~L2-eficence 

'It is upon the trunk that a gentlema!1 works. ldhen that is firmly 
set up, the Hay gr01'TS. And. surely proper behaviour to parents 
and elder brothers is the trl:Lflk of goodness.' (Ancient Chinese 
Analects, 1. 2.) 
'Brothers shall fight and be each others' bane.' (Old Norse. 
Account of the Evil Age before the ~10rld I s end, Volosp~t 45.) 
'Has he insulted his elder sister?' (Babylonian. List of Sins 
ERE v. 4.L~6). 
'You will see them take care of their kindred (and) the children 
of their friends ••• never reproaching them in the least.' 
(Redskin. Le Jeune, quoted ERE v. 437.) 
Love thy wife studiOUsly. Gladden her heart all thy life long'. 
(Ancient Egyptian~ ERE v. L,,81). 
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'Nothing can ever change the claims of kh'lship for a right think
ing man.' (Anglo-Saxon. Beowulf, 2600.) 
'Dhl not Socrates love his Oilill children, though he did so as a 
free man ancl as one not forgetti.ng that the gods have the first 
clai.m on our friendship?' (Greek. Epictetus, iii. 24.) 
'Natural affection is a thing rlght and according to Nature.' 
(Greek. Ibid. 1. xi.) 
~I ought not to be unfeellng like a statue but should fulfil 
both my natural and artificlal relations, as a w-orshipper, a son, 
a brother, a father, and a citizen.' (Greek, Ibld. III. ii.) 
trrhis first I rede thee: be blameless to thy kindred. Take no 
ven~eance ~ven though they do thee wrong.' (Old Norse. Sigrdri-
fQmal, 22.) . 
f Is it only the sons of Atreus lfrho love their v.ri ves? For every 
good man, who is :clght-minded, loves and cherishes his OvID. t 

(Greek. Homer, Iliad, ix. 340). 
'The union and fel101'Vship of men will be best preserved if each 
receives from us the more kindness in proportlon as he is more 
closely connected with us. I (Roman. Cicero, De Off.I.xvi.) 
t Part of us is claimed_ by our country, part by our parents J 

part by our friends.' (Roman. Ibid.I.vii.) 
'If a ruler ••• compassed the salvation of the whole state, 
surely you would call him Good? The Master sald, It would no 
longer be a matter of I1Good Ii. He '~\]"ould without doubt be a 
Divine Sage.' (AnCient Chinese. Analects, vi.28.) 
'Has it escaped you that, in the eyes. of gods and good men, your 
native land deserves from you more honour, worship, and rever
ence than your mother and father and all your ancestors? 'llhat 
you shouJ.d give a softer ans~'rer to its anger than to a father's 
anger? That lf you cannot persuade it to alter its mind you 
must obey it in all qUietness, whether it binds you or beats you 
or sends you to a war iirhere you may get wounds or death? t 
(Greek. Plato, Crito, 51 A,B.) 
'If any provide not for his own, and specially for those of his 
own house, he hath denied the faith.' (Christ.ian. I Tim. v. 8.) 
'Put them in mind to obey magistrates.' ••• 'I exhort that 
prayers be made for kings and all that are in authority.' 
(Christian. Tit. iii. 1 and 1 Ti.m. ii. 1, 2.) 

III Duties to Paren~s, Elders, An~estors 

'Your father is an image of the Lord of Creation, your mother an 
image of the Earth. For him who fails to honour thein, every 
work of piety is in vain. This is the first cluty.' (Hindu. 
Jane t , 1. 9.) 
'Has he despised Father and. I'lother?' (Babylonian. List of Sins. 
ERE v. 446). 
'I was a staff by my Father's side ••• I went in and. out at his 
command.' (Ancient Egyptian. Confession of the Righteous Soul. 
ERE v. 48:1.). 
'Honour thy Father and. thy Bother.' (Ancient Je1ATish. Exodus xx. 12) 
'To care for parents.' (Greek. List of duties in Epictetus, 
III. vii.) 
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'Children, old men, the poor, and the sick, should be considered 
as the lords of the atmosphere.' (Hindu. Janet, i. 8.) 
'Rise up before the hoary head and honour the old mano' (Ancient 
Jewish. Lev. xix.· 32.) 
'I tended the old man. I gave him my staff.' (Ancient Egyptian 
ER.t~ v. 481.) 
'You will see them take care ••• of old men.' (Redskin. Le 
JeDxle, quoted ERE v. 437.) . 
'I have not taken away the oblations of the blessed dead.' 
(Ancient Egyptian. Confession of the Righteous Soul. ERE v. 478.) 
'\'Jhen proper respect tovlards the dead is shoi'm at the end and 
continued after they are far ai/my, the moral force (t~) of a 
people has reached its highest point.' (Ancient Chinese. 
Analects, i. 9.) 

IV Duties to Ch.Jldr..§n and PQ§teri.t.Y 

'Children, the old, the poor, etc. should be considered as lords 
of the atmosphere.' (Hindu. Janet, i.8.) 
'To marry and to beget children' (Greek. List of duties. 
Epictetus, III. vii.) 
t Can you conceive an Epicurean cOlllBonvreal th? ••• VJhat will 
happen? \1hence is the population to be kept up? Hho 1,;;-111 
educate them? Who will be Director of Adolescents? Who will be 
Director of Physical Training? "VJhat vIill be taught?' (Greek Ibid.) 
'Nature produces a special love of offspring' and 'To live 
according to Nature is the supreme good.' (Roman. Cicero, De 
Off. I. iv, and De Legibus, I. xxi.) . 
'The second of these achievements is no less glorious than the 
first; for 1'Thile the first did good on one occasion, the second 
will continue to benefit the state forever.' (Rhoman. Cicero, 
De Off. I. xxii.) 
'Great reverence is owect to a child.' (Roman. Juvenal, xiv. 47.) 
'The Naster said, Respect the YODngt (Ancient Chinese. Analects, 
ix. 22.) 
'The killing of the women and more especially of the YOlmg boys 
and girls who are to go to make up the future strength of the 
people, j.s the saddest part ••• and we feel it very sorely.' 
(Redskin. Accol.Lnt of the Battle of "founded Knee. ERE v. 432.) 

V The Law of Justice 

(a) Sexual Justice 

'Has he approached his neighb"our's wife?' (Babylonian. List of 
Sins. ERE v. ~,46.) 
'Thou shalt not commit adultery.' (Ancient Je1l)"ish. Exodus xx. lLj,.) 
'I saw in liJ~.stroncl (== Hell) ••• beguilders of others' I'd ve s. ' 
(Old Norse. Volosp~ 38, 39.) 

(b) Honesty 

'Has he drawn false boundaries?' (Babylonian. List of Sins. 
ERE v. 4Lt-6). 
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9To wrong, to rob, to cause to be rolled.' (Babylonial1e Ibid~) 
'I have not s-colen 9 (Ancient Egyptian~ Confession of Righteous 
Soul. ERE v. 4780) 
tThou shalt not ·steal.' (Ancient Je~·Jish. Exodus xx. 15.) 
fChoose loss rather than shameful gains.' (Greek. Chilon Fr. 10. 
Diels.) , 
'Justice is the settled and permanent intention of rendering to 
each man his rights. t (Roman. Justinian, Institutions, lei.). 
tlf the native made a lifind" of any l~ind (e.g. a honey tree) and 
marked it, it was thereafter safe for him, as far as his o-v.nl 
tribesmen were concerned, no matter how long he left it.' 
(Australian Aborigines. ERE v. 441.) 
'The first point of justice is that none should do any mischief 
to another unless he has first been attacked by the other's 
wrongdoing. The second. is that a man should treat COmmOl1, 
property as common property, and private property as his O1lm. 
There is no such thing as private property by nature, but things 
have become private either through prior occupation (as when men 
of old came into empty territory) or by conquest, or law, or 
agreement, or stipulation, or casting lots.' (Roman. Cicero, 
De Off. 1. vj.i.) 

(c) Justice in Court, etc. 

'\llhoso takes no brib.e ••• vmll pleasing j.s this to Sama~.' 
(Babylonian. ERE v. 445.) 
fI have not traduced the slave to him who is set over him.' 
(Ancient Egyptian. Confession of Righteous Soul. ERE v. 4'78.) 
'Thou shalt not bear false. vIi tuess against thy neighbour.' 
(Ancient Jewish. Exodus xx. 16.) 
9Regard him whom thou knowest like him whom thou knowest not'. 
(Ancient Egyptian. ERE v. 482.) 
'Do no unrighteousness in judgement. You must not consider the 
fact that one party is poor nor the fact that the other is a 
great man.' (Ancient Jewish. Leviticus xix. 15.) 

VI The Law of Good Faith and Veraci.tlL 

'A sacrifice is obliterated by a lie and the merit of alms by 
an act of fraud.' (Hindu. Janet, i. 6.) 
q\Those mouth, full of lying, avails not bef.ore thee: thou burnest 
their utterance.' (Babylonian. Hymn to Sarnas. ERE v. L~45.) 
'\-lith his mouth was he full of Yea, in his heart full of Nay? 
(Babylonian. ERE v. 446.) 
'I have not spoken falsehood.' (Ancient Egyptian. Confession of 
Righteous Soul. ERE v. 478.) 
'I sought no trickery, nor S~\Tore false oaths.' (Anglo-Saxon. 
Beot;'TUlf, 2738.) . 
'The JvIaster said, Be of unvJavering good faith.' (Ancient 
Chinege. Analects, viii. 13.) 
'In Nastrond (= Hell) I saw the perjurers.' (Old Norse. Volosp' 39.) 
'Hateful to me as are the gates of Hades is that man who says 
one thing, and hides another in his heart.' (Greel{. Homer. 
Iliad, ix. 312.) 



'The foundation of justice is good faith~V (Roman~ Cicero, De 
Off. I. vii.) 
'(The gentleman) must learn to be faithful to his superiors and 
to keep promiseso' (Ancient Chinese. Analects, Io 8.) 
'Anything j.s better t1-:an treachery. 1 (Old Norse~ H~,vam~l 124) 0 

VII The La"lrJ <2..f~1:.9X, 

'The poor 8.nd the sick should be regard.eel as lords of the 
atmosphere. t (I-Iindu. Janet, i. 8.) 
'1\1hoso makes intercession for the weak, 1;'rell please is this to 
Se.Wts (Babylonian. ERE v.· 445.) 
'lIas he fa:i.led to set a prisoner free? t (Babylonian. List of 
Sins. ERE v. l.!t46.) -
~I have given bread to the hungry, 1'Jater to the thirsty, clothes 
to the n8J{ed, a ferry boat to the boatless. t (Ancient Egyptian. 

ERE v. 478.) 
v One should never strike a 'Nor,lan; not ever with a flo"t'Ter. v 

(Hindu. Janet t L 8.) 
t There, Thor, you tjot disgrace, when you beat '\flOmen.' (Old 
Norse. H'rbarthsljoth J8.) . 
'In the Dalebura tribe 61- '{I.TQman, a cripple from birth, was 
carried_ about by the tribes-people in turn until her death at 
the age of sixty-six. t 

••• 'They never desert the sick.' 
(Australian Aborigines. ERE v. 44J.) 
'You vrill see them take care of ••• vddoVJs, orphans, and old men, 
never reproaching them.' (Redskin. ERE v. 439.) 
'Natu.re confesses that she has given to the human race the 
tenderest hearts, by giving us the power to 'veep. Thj.s is the 
best part of us.' (Roman. Juvenal, xv. 131.) 
'They said that he had been the mildest and gentlest of the 
kings of the world. v (Anglo-Saxon. Praise of the hero in Be ovrulf , 
3180. ) 
I Hhen thou cuttest dov-m thine harvest ••• and. hast forgot a 
sheaf 0 •• thou shalt not go again to fetch it: it shall be for 
the stranger, for the fatherless, and for the widow.' (Ancient 
Jewish. Deut. xxiv. 19.) 

VIII The J.JavJ of Iviag.nanlJlli til 

A. 

'There are two kinds of injustice: the first is fOl-mel in those \'Tho 
do an inju.ry, the second in those who fail to protect another 
from injury 1;'Jhen they can. I (Roman. Cicero, De Off. I. viL) 
'1iIen always ll:nevr that vrhen force and injury 1'18.S offered they 
might be defenders of themselves; they knevT that hO't';soever.· men 
may seek their 01'Jll cormnod_i ty J yet if this VTere done "With irwry 
unto others it was not to be SUffered, but by all men and. by all 
good means to be withstood.' (English. Hooker, Laws of Eccl. 
Polity, I. ix.4.) 
'To take no notice of a violent attack is to strengthen the 
heart of the enemy. Vigour is vali.smt, but cowardice is vile.' 
(Ancient Egyptian. The Pharaoh Senusert III. cit H.R; Hall, 
Ancient History of the l'iear East, p. 161.) 
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'They came to the fields of joy, the fresh turf of the Fortl-'.llate 
~joods and the dHellings of the Blessed ••• here was the company 
of those 1'Jho had suffered vlOunds fighting foJ:' their fatherland. g 

(Roman$ Virgil, Aen. vi. 6.38-,9,.660.) 
'Courage has got to be harder, heart the stouter, spirit the 
sterner t as our strength weakens. He're lies our lord, cut to 
pieces, our best man in the dust. If anyone thinks of leaving 
this battle, he can howl forever. v (Anglo-Saxon. Maldon, 312.) 
t Praise and imitate that man to whom, vlhile life is pleasing, 
death is not grievous. f (Stoic. Seneca,.·Ep. liv.) 
'The Master said, Love learning and if attacked be ready to die 
for the Good v!ay;' (Ancient Chinese. Analects, viii, 1.3.) 

B. 

'Death is to be chosen before slavery and be,se deeds.' (Roman. 
Cicero, De Off. I. xxiii.) 
'Death is better for every man than life with shame.' (Anglo
Saxon. BeovlUlf. 2890.) 
'Nature and Reason command that nothing lmcomely, nothing 
effeminate, nothing lascivious be done or thought.' (Roman. 
Cicero, De Off. I. iv.) 
'He must not listen to those vrho advise us Ubeing men to think 
hUJD.an thoughts t e,nd being mortal to think mortal thoughts, II but 
must put on immortality as much as is possible and strain every 
nerve to live according to that best part of us, which, being 
small in bull{, yet much more in its pOl'Ter and honour surpas.ses 
all else.' (Ancient Greek. Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 1177B.) 
'The soul then ought to conduct the body, and the spirit of our 
minds the soul. This is therefore the first Law, "'Thereby the 
highest pOl'·jer of the mind requireth obedience at the hands of 
all the rest.' (Hooker, OPe cit.I.viii.6.) 
'Let him not desire to die, let him not desire to live, let him 
wait for his time ••• let him patiently bear hard words, entirely 
abstaining from bodily pleasures.' (Ancient Indian. Law'S of 
JvIanu. ERE ii. 98.) 
'He who is unmoved, who has restrained his senses ••• is said to 
be devoted. As a flame in a windless place that flickers not, 
so is the devoted.' (Ancient Indian. Bhagavad gita. ERE ii.90.) 

c 

'Is not the love of Vlisdom a practice of death?' (Ancient Greek. 
Plato, Phaedo, 81A.) 
'I kn01\]" that I hlmg on the gallowB for nine nights, "t'TounCLed with 
the spear as a sacrifice to Odin, myself offered to Myself.' 
(Old Norse. H8,vam~1, 1. 10 in Corpus Poetic1.ml Boree,le; stanza 139 
in Hildebrand's Lieder der Alteren Edda. 1922.) 
'Verily, verily I say to you unless a grain of l'That falls into 
the earth ami dies, it remains alone, but if it dies it bears 
much fruit. He 1'J'ho loves his life loses it.' (Christian. John 
xii. 24, 25. L 
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PREAlViBLE AND SELEC'IIBD AR~f.'ICV~:S -----.. ...--,.,-~-.~--~-~-................ --....... ----.. ..... 
(Reprocluced from Keesing~ s Contemporary Archives) 

Preamble: Whereas recognition of the inherent dign:l ty and of the 
equal and inalienable rights of all member.s of the human family 
is the foundation of freedom, justice, and. peace in the lJorld; 
whereas disregard and contempt for human rights have resulted 
in barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience of mankind, 
and the advent of a 1tTOrld in which hurflan beings shall enjoy 
freedom of speech and belief and freedom from fear and 'Nant has 
been proclaimed as the highest aspiration of the common people; 
v-Thereas it is essential s if man is not to be compelled to have 
recourse, as a last resort, to rebellion against tyranny and 
oppression, that human rights should be protected by the rule of 
the lav-T; 
1';hereas it is essential to promote the development of friendly 
relations bet1tJeen nations j 
whereas the peoples of the United Nations have in the Charter 
reaffirmed their faith in fundamental hDJIlan rights, in the 
digni ty and w'orth of the hlUllan person, and in the equal rights of 
men and women, and determined to promote social progress and 
better standards of life in larger freedom; 
whereas Nembe:r·...:States have pledged themselves to achieve, in 
co-operation 1tJi th the United Hations, the promotion of ulli verSEd 
respect for and observance of human rights B.net fundamental freedoms; 
whereas a common u.11derstanding of these rights anc1 freedoms is of 
the greatest importance for the full realisation of this pledge; 
The General Assembly proclaims this Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights as a common standard of achievement for all peoples 
and nations, to the end that every individual and every organ of 
society, keeping this Declaration constantly in mirid, shall strive 
by teaching ~nd education to promote respect for these rights and 
freedoms, and by progressive measures, national and international, 
to secure their l..miversal and effective recognition and observance, 
both among the peoples of l',:ember-States them.selves and8lllong the 
peoples of territories under their jurisdiction. 

Art. 1: All human beings are born free and equal in dignity 
and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscienGe, and 
should act t01'Tards one B.nother in a spirit of brotherhood. 

Art. 2: Everyone is entitled to all the rights and freedoms 
set forth in this Declaration, without distinction of race, colour, 
sex, language, religion, political. or other opinion, national or 
~ocial origin, property, birth, or other status. 

Art. 3: ~he rights set forth in this Declaration apply 
eq1!ally to all inhabitants of trust and non-self-governlng 
territories. 

Art. 4: Everyone has the right to Ilfe, liberty, and 
security of person. 
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Art. 5: No one shall be held in slavery or servitude. 
Slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms. 

Art. 6: No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, 
inhuman, or degra.ding treatment or punishment. 

Art. 7: Everyone has the right to recognition everywhere 
as a person before the 1mV'. 

Art. 8: All are equal before the law, and are entitled 
wi thout any discrimj.nation to equal protection of the la~T. All 
are entitled to equal protection against any discrimination in 
violation of this Declaration and against any incitement to such 
discrimination. 

Art. 9: Everyone has the right to an effective remedy by 
the competent national triblU1.als for acts violating the funda
mental rights granted him by the Consti tV.tion or by law. 

Art. 10: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, 
detention, or exile. 

Art. 11: Everyone is entitled in full equ8,li ty to a fair 
and public hearing by an independent and impartial tribunal. in 
the determinatj.on of his rights and obligations and of any 
crimina.l charge against him. 

Art. 12: 1) Everyone charged with a penal offence has the 
right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to 
law in a public trial at 1-7hich he has had all the guarantees 
necessary for his defence. 

2) No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence 
on account of any act or omission which dicl not constitute a penal 
offence, under national or international law, at the time when it 
was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the 
one that was applicable at the time the penal offence vias 
conuni tted. 

Art. 13: No one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference 
with his privacy, family, home, or correspondence, nor to attacks 
upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the 
protection of the law against such interference or attacks. 

Art. 1L~: 1) Everyone has the right to freedom of movement 
and residence within the borders of each State. 

2) Everyone has the right to leave any COl.U1try, 
including his ovm, and to return to his c01.mtry. 

Art. 15: Everyone has the right to seek and enjoy in other 
countries asyl:u.m. from persecution. 

2) This right may not be invoked in the case of 
prosectitions genuinely arising from non-political crimes or froD 
acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the Dni ted ·I·lations. 



Art G 17: 1) Hen and women of full age, Hi thout any limi ta-· 
tion due to race, nationality, or religion, have the right to 
marry and to found a famiJ.yo They are entitled to equal rights 
as to ma:rriage~ durtng marriage, and at its dissolution. 

3) The family is the natural and fundamental group 
unit of societYf and is entitled to protection by society and 
the State. 

Art6 18: 1) Everyone has the right to OlfrLl property alone 
as well as in association with others. 

2) No one shall be arbitrarily depri vecl of his 
property. 

Art. 19: Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, 
conscience, and religion. 'llhis right includes freedom to change 
his religion or belief', and freedom, either alone or in COID111'lmi ty 
with others, and in public or priVate, to manifest his religion 
or belief in teaching, practice, Horship, and observance. 

Art. 20: Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion 
and expression. This right includes freedoLl to hold opinions 
'Nithout interference and to seel;:, receive, and Lapart information 
and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers. 

Art. 21: 1) Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful 
assembly aDd association. 

2) No one may be compelled to belong to an . ./-. aSSOClavlOl1.. 

Art. 22: 1) Evex'yone has the right to tal{e part in the 
Government of his country, directly or through freely chosen 
representatives. 

2) Everyone h8.s the right of equal access to public 
service in his co~~try. 
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